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Abstract 

We introduce observation frames as an extension of ordinary frames. The aim is to give an 
abstract representation of a mapping from observable predicates to all predicates of a specific 
system. A full subcategory of the category of observation frames is shown to be dual to the 
category of §'0 topological spaces. The notions we use generalize those in the adjunction between 
frames and topological spaces in the sense that we generalize finite meets to infinite ones. 

We also give a predicate logic of observation frames with both infinite conjunctions and 
disjunctions, just like there is a geometric logic for (ordinary) frames with infinite disjunctions 
but only finite conjunctions. This theory is then applied to two situations: firstly to upper power 
spaces, and secondly we restrict the adjunction between the categories of topological spaces and 
of observation frames in order to obtain dualities for various subcategories of ffo spaces. These 
involve nonsober spaces. 

1. Introduction 

A topological duality is a correspondence between two mathematical structures in
volving points and predicates such that isomorphic structures can be identified. Stone 
[31] first found such a duality between topology and logic. He considered ordered 
sets (representing the syntax of some logical system) and constructed from a boolean 
algebra a set of points using prime filters. Conversely, by using a topology on a set 
of points he was able to construct a Boolean algebra. For certain topological spaces 
(later called Stone spaces) these constructions give an isomorphism. In a later pa
per [32], he generalized this correspondence from Stone spaces to spectral spaces and 
from Boolean algebra's to distributive lattices. Hofmann and Keimel [11] described this 
duality in a categorical framework. Even further, Isbell [15] gives an adjunction between 
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the category of topological spaces with continuous functions and the opposite category 
of frames with frame homomorphisms (which yields a duality between sober spaces 
and spatial frames). Stone duality in a mathematical context is studied in a book of 
Johnstone [ 19), and for the context of domain theory we refer the reader to [IO]. In 
his thesis Abramsky [l] applied Stone duality to get logics of domains, as used in 
denotational semantics. He argues that Stone duality is the bridge between denotational 
and axiomatic semantics. 

Smyth [29, 30] generalized the duality between sober spaces and spatial frames by 
allowing upper semi-continuous multifunctions as morphisms in the category of sober 
spaces, and by allowing Scott-continuous and finitely multiplicative morphisms on spa
tial frames. Smyth realized that by this restriction the morphisms on the spatial frames 
are generalizations of predicate transformers in the sense of Dijkstra [6, 7]. 

There are interesting spaces which are not sober. For example posets taken with the 
Alexandrov topology are not always sober. Johnstone shows [18) that not every dcpo 
with the Scott topology is sober. There are also spaces which have an exponent in 
the category of topological spaces that are not sober [ 15]. Also if one wishes to study 
fairness or countable nondeterminism then it seems that one has to go beyond sober 
spaces: one has to consider a category of w0 and w1 chain complete partial orders with 
functions preserving least upper bounds of w1 -chains [26]. 

In [3] two of the authors introduced the notion of completely multiplicative predicate 
transformers. This notion was used in [4] for an extension of the results of Smyth 
[29) from sober to .'10 spaces (considering also lower semi-continuous and Vietoris 
continuous multifunctions in addition to the upper semi-continuous ones). For this 
result frames were used whose elements are open sets of some Yo space. This forms 
the basis for the investigation below. 

Usually subsets represent predicates and open sets [4, 22, 29) represent observable 
predicates. In a more abstract view, a complete lattice represents predicates while a 
frame represents observable predicates. This leads us to introduce observation frames: 
they map observable predicates to arbitrary predicates. They are mappings from frames 
to complete lattices preserving arbitrary joins and finite meets. An example of an 
observation frame is the embedding of open sets into the power set of points. Also 
Vickers [33] and Abramsky [I] view frames as collections of observable predicates. 

Concerning liveness predicates, Abramsky [ l] suggests that one has to look for 
structures more complicated than the simple lattice of open sets. Liveness predicates 
can be seen as arbitrary (but according to [29) only countable intersections should be 
considered) intersections of open sets. Our framework of observation frames has both 
arbitrary unions and intersections of open sets. We use an abstract framework where 
open sets are just elements of a frame. A different approach has been followed by 
Kwiatkowska et al. in [2]. In this approach liveness predicates can be interpreted as 
greatest fixed points of monotone operators on compact open sets. This interpretation, 
however, does not coincide with the classical interpretation of the infinitary conjunction 
since these fixed points are calculated using meets (or joins) which, in general, do not 
coincide with intersections (or unions). 
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The outline of the paper is as follows. First we introduce observation frames and turn 
them into a category. Then we construct topological spaces from observation frames 
by taking as points special kind of prime elements. In this way we obtain a duality 
between observation frames and topological spaces. Next we give a logic of observation 
frames with arbitrary conjunctions and disjunctions. This is done by the introduction 
of M-topological systems, which are a generalization of the topological systems of 
Vickers [33]. Subsequently we elaborate in two directions: firstly we apply the theory 
to upper power spaces of posets using filter theorems. Secondly we restrict our duality 
to some subcategories of .o/'0 spaces that are in general nonsober. We consider 5j 

spaces, compact spaces, open and core compact spaces and posets. This leads us to a 
pointless version of the directed ideal completion of a poset (using the lattice side of 
the dualities of posets and algebraic directed complete partial orders (dcpo's)). Finally 
we study Galois connections in the context of observation frames. 

2. Mathematical preliminaries 

In this section we provide some basic notions and facts on lattices and topological 
spaces. For more detailed discussions consult [8-10]. We assume some familiarity with 
basic notions of category theory [23]. 

A poset L = (L, ~) is a set together with a reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric 
relation ~ on L. A poset which has meets (greatest lower bounds) for every pair of 
elements is a meet-semilattice. A poset with joins (least upper bounds) for every pair 
of elements is a join-semilattice. 

A complete lattice is a poset L in which every subset A~ L has a join VA in L (and 
hence also a meet since (\A = V { x E L i 'v' a E A. x ~a}). Notice that L has a bottom 
and a top element given, respectively, by 1- = V0 and T = /\0. A complete lattice L 
is called completely distributive if 

A~w/\A = /\ L¥.wf(A) If: d--; LJd and /(A) EA}, 

for every set of sets d E &'(&'(L )). Equivalently (see [27]), L is completely distributive 
if 

/\ VA=V{ /\ /(A)i/:d-;LJd and/(A)EA} 
AE.w AE.91 

for every d E &(&'(L)). Aframe L is a complete lattice which satisfies the following 
infinite distributivity law, a restriction of the completely distributive law: 

x/\VA=V{xAaiaEA} 

for all x E L and A~ L. For example given a set X the set &(X) of all the subsets of 
X is a completely distributive lattice when ordered by subset inclusion and hence also 
a frame. Given two frames F and G, a frame morphism is a function </> : F --+ G that 
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preserves arbitrary joins and finite meets, that is <f>(VA) = V </J(A) for every A r; F and 
<f>(/\B) = f\<f>(B) for every finite B r; F. Frames together with frame morphisms form 
the category Frm. 

For a meet semilattice L, a nonempty subset !#' of L is called a filter if 
(i) "la E ff. 'Vb EL. a~b =::;.. b E !#', 
(ii) "ia,b E ff. a/\ b E /#'. 

The collection of all filters of L is denoted by Fil( L ). If L is a complete lattice then 
a filter ff r; L is completely prime if for every Sr; L such that V S E !#' there exists 
s ES such that s E ff. There is an isomorphism between the completely prime filters 
and the prime elements of a complete lattice, where p EL is called prime if p =j:. T 
and if a /\ b ~ p for some a, b E L then a~ p or b ~b. The collection of all prime 
elements of L is denoted by Spec(L ). 

A topology CO(X) on a set X is a collection of subsets of X that is closed under 
finite intersections and arbitrary unions. Every topology lD(X) can be ordered by subset 
inclusion and forms a frame with the empty set as bottom element and the whole set 
X as top element. The pair (X, CO(X)) is called topological space and every oECO(X) 
is called an open set of the space X. Given an open set o E lD(X ), its complement 
c = X \ o is called a closed set. The collection of all closed sets of a topological 
space (X, <D(X)) is denoted by ct'(X) and, dually to the open sets, is closed under finite 
unions and arbitrary intersections. Closed sets are ordered by superset inclusion and 
form a complete lattice. A set qr; X is saturated if q is the intersection of all open 
sets o E @(X) such that qr; o. The collection of the saturated sets is denoted by .22(X). 
It is closed under arbitrary intersections and forms a completely distributive complete 
lattice. 

A topological space is called f/0 if for each pair of distinct points there exists an 
open set which contains one of the points and that does not contain the other; it is 
called 31 if for each pair of distinct points x, y there exists an open set o such that 
x E o and y fj. o; and it is called §'2 if for each pair of distinct points x, y there 
exists two disjoint open sets oi, o2 such that x E o1 and y E o2• A topological space 
(X, <D(X)) is sober if for every completely prime filter ff r; @(X) there is exactly one 
point x E X such that ff = { o E @(X) I x E o}. Every sober space is ffo while every 
ff2 space is sober. There are 5j spaces that are not sober and there are also sober 
spaces which are not 5j. 

Every topology @(X) on a set X induces a specialization preorder on X given by: 

x~<"Y {::} ('Vo E @(X). x E o =::;.. y E o), 

where x, y EX. A topological space is §'0 if and only if the specialization preorder is 
a partial order, while a topological space is 5j if and only if this preorder is equality 
(the discrete order). 

Let (X, @(X)) and (Y, CD(Y)) be two topological spaces. The inverse of a function 
f: X---+ Y is the function 1-1 : &(Y)---+ &>(X), defined by 1-1(S) = {x I l(x) ES}. 
The function f is called continuous if 1-1 ( o) E CD(X) for every o E CD( Y) (or, 
equivalently, if the inverse of each closed set is closed). Topological spaces form a 
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category Sp with the continuous functions as morphisms. We write Sp0 for the full 
subcategory of :!lo spaces and Sob for the full subcategory of sober spaces. 

3. Observation frames 

Elements of a lattice can be thought of as predicates, where the meaning of the 
order ~ is the entailment relation f-. The meet f\ corresponds to the logical "and" and 
the join V corresponds to the logical "or". A complete lattice can be seen as being an 
(abstract) collection of predicates where equivalent predicates are identified. 

It is closed under arbitrary conjunctions and disjunctions via /\ and V. Following 
[1, 29, 33] we see a frame as an (abstract) collection of finitely observable predicates 
where equivalent observations are identified. Finitely observable predicates are closed 
under arbitrary disjunctions and under finite conjunctions, represented by the arbitrary 
joins and finite meets. Even if a frame is closed under arbitrary meets, such meets 
need not represent the infinite conjunction. For example, in the poset of open sets of a 
topology on a set X we have the interior of the intersection n S as the meet /\S for 
every subset S of X. This leads us to consider a frame F (representing the observable 
predicates) together with a complete lattice L (representing all the predicates). Every 
observable predicate can be seen as a predicate, and hence we introduce a function 
that maps F to L. This map must preserve the logic of finite observations, that is, it 
preserves finite meets and arbitrary joins. This motivates the following definition. 

Definition 3.1. An observation frame is a function (- )v : F -+ L where (F, ~) is a 
frame and (L, [;;;;) is a complete lattice such that 

CVAt= LJAv for all A c;;.F, 

(/\B) v = nBv for all finite B c;;_ F 

Notation 3.2. For an observation frame ( - )v : F -+Las above, we will almost i;tlways 
write (- t for the function involved. Hence we often omit it and simply write Ff>--7L 
for (- t : F-+ L. For clarity, we use ( ~. V. /\) in F and o;;;, LJ, n) in L. In case F 
(or L) is a subset of &>(X) for some set X, we use the standard c;;_, LJ or n whenever 
these coincide with the order, join or meet in F (or L ). 

For a function f : A -+ B and subset Sc;;_ A, f(S) = {!(a) I a ES}. In particular 

sv = {av I a ES}. 
Note that in an observation frame Ff>--7L we have that the function (- )v preserves 

the top T = /\ 0 and the bottom ..l = V0 elements. 

Example 3.3. ( i) Let 2 = { ..l, T} be ordered by ..l ~ T. It is a frame (and hence also 
a complete lattice). Therefore the identity function id : 2 -+ 2 is an observation frame. 
We will refer to it as 2. More generally, given a frame F, the identity function on F 

is an observation frame. 
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(ii) Let F be a frame and let X = CPF(F) be the set of all the completely prime 
filters on F. The assignment 

a f--> av ={YE CPF(F) la E Y} 

yields a function F __, .o/>(X) which preserves finite meets and arbitrary joins [ 19, 30, 
Proposition 4.3.5]. Hence we get an observation frame. In general this function ( - t 
is not injective, but it is so in case F is a spatial frame (see [19, 30] again). 

(iii) Let X = (X,l1'(X)) be a topological space. Since (9(X) is a frame the inclusion 
(r(X) "-' :?Jl(X) is an observation frame. We will denote it by Q(X). Notice that 2 in 
(i) is Q( I), where l is the one element (terminal) topological space. 

(iv) Let X be a topological space and let 2(X) be the collection of saturated sets. 
The set l(X) is closed under arbitrary intersections and hence it is a complete lattice. 
The inclusion lC(X) "-' l(X) forms an observation frame. 

Next we organize observation frames into a category. We need an appropriate notion 
of morphism of observation frames. 

Definition 3.4. Given two observation frames FT>--+L and GT>--+K, a morphism </> of 
observation frames (Fr:>-+L) --+ ( GT>--+K) consists of a function <P : F --> G satisfying 

(i) </> is a morphism of frames (i.e. </> preserves finite meets and arbitrary joins); 
(ii) </>is (completely) multiplicative, that is, for S,T<;_F 

This gives a category (with composition as for ordinary functions) which is denoted 
by OFrm. 

The idea is that a morphism between observation frames not only preserves the 
logic of observable properties, but also takes into account what happens to infinite 
conjunctions of these observable properties (which are usually outside the frame). A 
morphism </> : (F'>--+L) --+ (Gr:>-+K) in OFrm is clearly bottom and top preserving. 
Furthennore, if the function of the observation frame GT>--+K is injective, then the 
multiplicativity condition (ii) of Definition 3.4 above implies that </> preserves all meets 
in F which are also preserved by ( - t (in particular all finite meets). Indeed let 
A<;_F be such that nAv =(/\At. By multiplicativity of</> we have n</>(At = 
</>(/\At. Moreover by monotonicity of</> we have that <f>(/\A)~/\</>(A) and hence by 
monotonicity of (-t we obtain </>(/\At i;:_:; (j\</>(A)t i;:_:; n</>(A)v. But ncp(At = 
</>(/\A)v, hence </>(/\At= (/\</>(AW and since (-)vis injective we have /\</J(A) = 
</>(/\A). 

Example 3.5. (i) For a topological space X there is an isomorphism in OFrm between 
the observation frame 0(X) "-' .'2(X) and Q(X) = ((!)(X) '--> &(X)) given by the 
identity function on (.0(X). 

(ii) Let X and Y be two topological spaces and f: X--> Y be a continuous function 
(i.e. a map in the category of topological spaces Sp ). Then f induces a morphism 
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Q(f): Q( Y)---+ Q(X) in OFrm defined by its inverse image, i.e., Q(f)(o) = 1-1(0) = 

{x E X I f(x) E o} for every o E (l!(Y). We check the multiplicativity condition. 

Assume S, T <;:; iT'( Y) with ns <;:; nr. Then 

x E n{Q(f)(o) lo ES}? l::/o ES. f(x) E o 

?f(x)Ens 

~ f(x) E nr since ns<:::nr 
Bx E n{Q(f)(o) I 0 ET}. 

Thus we have a functor Q : Sp ---+ 0Frm0P. Later it will be shown that Q has a right 
ad joint. 

The next definition introduces saturated elements of an observation frame. 

Definition 3.6. Let FD--+L be an observation frame. The set of saturated elements of 

FD--+ L is defined by 

It is ordered by the restriction to !2(FD--+L) of the order on L. 

Saturated elements can be seen as observable specifications. Indeed, they are defined 

as the meets of a (possibly infinite) number of observable predicates. In Section 4 we 

will see that a point satisfies a specification (i.e. a saturated element) if and only if 

it satisfies all the observable predicates which constitute such specification. Sometimes 

specifications of this kind are referred to as liveness predicates [3, 22, 29]. 

Notice that for an observation frame FD--+L, we have that q E :d(FD--+L) if and 

only if q = n{ av I a E F and q i;;; av }. From right to left is clear. For the converse, 

let q E :d(FD--+L), say q = nAv for some A<;:; F. Then n{xv Ix E F and qi:;; xv} = 
nAv. Indeed qi:;; n{xv Ix E F and qi;;; xv} is clear. Conversely q = nAv implies 

that q i:;; av for every a E A. Hence Av <;:;{xv Ix E F and qi;;; xv} which implies 

n{xv Ix E F and q i;;; xv} i;;; nAv = q. 

We define the saturation !d(p) of a p EL by .!2,(p) = n{av EL Ip i:;; av}. The set 

of saturated elements !d(Fr>-+L) equals {p EL I :d(p) = p}. 

Example 3.7. Given a topological space X, the collection of saturated sets !d(X) is 

the collection of arbitrary intersections of open sets and hence is l?(Q(X)). 

The following lemma states that saturated elements form a complete lattice. 

Lemma 3.8. For every observation frame Fr>-+L, the induced partial order on the 

saturated elements !d(FD--+L) <;:; L yields a complete lattice in which arbitrary meets 

coincide with those in L. 
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Proof. Let S <;;_ !!2.(Fr>--+L) and suppose s = nA: with As<;;_ F for every s E S. We 
prove ncusEsA:> = ns and hence ns E !!2.(Fr>--+L) since UsESAS <;;_F. 
(~) For every s ES and av EA.~ we have n(LJsEsA:> ~ av and hence n(LJsESA.n ~ 

nA~ = s which implies n(LJsESA:) ~ ns. 
GD For every s E S, ns ~ s = nA~. But nA: ~ av for every a E As and for every 

s E S. Hence ns ~ n(LJsESA~ ). 
Therefore ns E .?l,(F!>-7L). It is the meet of S. D 

Given an observation frame Ft>-->L, we have av E .?l,(Ft>-->L) for every a E F; 
hence by Lemma 3.8 also the restriction F!>-7.?l,(Ft>-->L) is an observation frame. Fur
thermore Fl>-7L is isomorphic to Fr>--+!!2.(Ft>-->L) in OFrm. This shows that in Fl>-7L 
we can distinguish only predicates which are finitely observable (i.e. in F) or can 
be deduced from the finite observations (i.e. in !!2.(Ft>-->L) ). Predicates which are 
neither observable nor deducible are not captured in our definition of the category 
OFrm. 

Next we provide a lemma that is a justification for our definition of the mor
phisms in OFrm. A morphism </> induces a unique meet-preserving function on the 
lattices. 

Lemma 3.9. Let Ft>-->L and Gt>-->K be two observation frames and </>: F--+ G be a 
frame morphism. The following two statements are equivalent. 

(i) </> is a morphism in OFrm; 
(ii) there exists a unique function l/J: !!2.(Ft>-->L) --+ K preserving arbitrary meets 

for which the following diagram commutes: 

F "' G 

(-)'1 
1/1 

1-l' 
2(F t>-+L) K 

Proof. (i) =? (ii): Define for every A <;;_F, i/J(nAv) = n<f>(A)v. It is well 
defined because if nAv = nsv for A,B<;;_F then n</>(At = n<f>(B)v since</> is 
completely multiplicative. Furthermore, if; makes the diagram commute and, by 
definition, it is meet-preserving. It is also the unique such, because for any meet
preserving function p : !l(Fr>--+L) --+ K which makes the diagram above commute, 
we have 

i/l(nAv) = n</>(A)v 

= np(Av) commutativity of the diagram 

= p( nAv) p is meet-preserving. 
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(ii) '* (i): It is enough to prove that </! is a completely multiplicative morphism. 

Let S, Tc;;_ F be such that nsv ~ nrv. Then we have 

n</!(St = ntf;(Sv) 

= tf;(nsv) 

~ t/Jcnr) 
= ntf;(Tv) 

commutativity of the diagram 

tf; is meet preserving 

monotonicity of tf; and nsv ~ nrv 

tf; is meet preserving 

= ncp(rr commutativity of the diagram. D 

Given an observation frame morphism 4> : (Fr>--+L) -+ (Gr>-+K) the induced meet 

preserving function tf; : !!l.(Fr>--+L) -+ K which makes the diagram of Lemma 3.9 
commute preserves arbitrary joins of saturated elements in L which are images (under 

( - )v) of elements in F. Indeed, for an arbitrary Sc;;_ F we have 

t/J(lJSv) = t/J((VSt) (- r is joins preserving 

= (cfa(VS)t commutativity of the diagram 

= CV ef>(S)t 4> is joins preserving 

= LJct>csr (- r is joins preserving 

= LJtf;(Sv) commutativity of the diagram. 

In the next remark the above is used to give a condition under which a meet-preserving 

function tf; on lattices induces a morphism in OFrm. Also, in the second part of 

the remark we will show that if all elements in L are saturated and both L and 

K are completely distributive, then tf; preserves both arbitrary meets and arbitrary 

joins. 

Remark 3.10. (i) Let Fr>--+L and Gr>--+K be two observation frames where G'>->K is 

an isomorphism, and let tf;: :!l,(F'>->L)-+ K be a function such that 

tf;(nsv) = nl/;(Sv) 

tf;(LJSv) = LJl/J(Sv) 

for all Sc;;.F. Then there is a unique morphism in OFrm cp:F-+G such that cp(at = 
tf;(av) for every a E F. Since G'>->K is an isomorphism there is a unique way of 

defining </! in order to satisfy the conditions in Lemma 3.9: <f>(a) = b for the unique 

b E G such that bv = tf;(av ). Clearly </! is a frame morphism and by Lemma 3.9 it is 

also a morphism in OFrm. 
(ii) Let Fr:>---+L and Gr>--+K be two observation frames such that L = :!l,(Fr>-+L) and 

both L and K are completely distributive complete lattices. Let also cj>: (F'>->L) -+ 

( Gt>-+ K) be an observation frame morphism. Then the induced meet preserving function 
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tf; : L--+ K given in Lemma 3.9 preserves arbitrary joins. Take an arbitrary S <;;; L, then 

LJS = LJqESn{av EL I q G: av} 

because L = .:!l(F~L ). Since L is completely distributive we have 

LJqESn{ av EL Ip G: av} = n{LJ/(q)I/: s--+ Land /(q) E { av EL I q G: av} }. 

By Lemma 3.9, if! : L --+ K preserves all joins in L of the form LJSv where S <:;; F, 
because if! makes the diagram of Lemma 3.9 commute. But if! preserves also arbitrary 
meets in L, therefore we have 

l/l(LJS) = l/l(LJqESn{av EL I q G: av}) 

= l/t(n{LJ/(q)l.f: S--+ Land .f(q) E {av EL I q G; av}}) 

= n{ l/l(LJ.f(q))IJ: s-> Land f(q) E {av EL I q G: av}} 

= n{L]tf;(f(q))JJ: s--+ Land f(q) E {av EL I q G: av}} 

~ LJqESn{tf;(av)EKlq G; av} 

= LJqEsifl(n{av EK I q G: av}) 

= LJqEStf;(q) 

= LJifl(S). 

where ~ holds because K is a completely distributive complete lattice. Notice that 
for every topological space X, lD(X) <--> i!(X) is an observation frame for which 
..2(X) = 2( (l)(X) '---' 2(X)) is a completely distributive complete lattice. 

3.1. M-filters and M-prime elements 

In this subsection we introduce the notions of M-filter and of M-prime element of an 
observation frame. They will be used later to construct the points of a topological space 
associated with an observation frame. Furthermore we prove that completely prime M
filters and the M-prime elements of an observation frame Lr:>--+F and morphisms from 
L~F to 2 in OFrm are essentially the same. Later in the paper (Lemmas 3.12 and 
Lemma 5 .5) we state the relationship with the ordinary notions of filter and prime 
element of a frame. 

Definition 3.11. Let F~L be an observation frame. 
(i) A (completely) multiplicative filter (M-filter for short) is a set 0ll<;;;F such that 

nq1v G; av implies a E 0l! for every a E F 

(ii) An M-filter 01! <:;; F is called completely prime if for every S <;;; F 

V S E Jlf implies ::ls E S. s E 0l!. 

The set of all completely prime M-filters is denoted CPMF(F~L) while the set of 
all M-filters is denoted MF(F~L). Both are posets under inclusion. 
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Notice that a completely prime M-filter 1i// cannot contain .lp because _lp = Vl/J and 

hence by the definition above there should be s E 0 such that s E 0l!. 

Lemma 3.12. Every M-filter u7J i::;; F in an observation frame Fr:--+L is a filter of F. 

Proof. Let 011 i::;; F be an M-filter of the observation frame Fr:--+L. It is nonempty, 

because n°11v r;: T l = TF and hence T F E 0u. It is also upper closed with respect to 

the order in F because for every a, b E F with a E 0"11, if a ~ b then by monotonicity 
of (- t we have nouv r;: av r;: bv. Hence also b E 071 because Olf is an M-filter. 

Finally, suppose a, b E 07/. Then nouv [:;:; av and n011v [:;:; bv implies nv71v [:;:; 
av n bv = (a I\ b )v. Since 021 is an M-filter we have a/\ b E U//. 0 

More generally we have for every M-filter 0l! i::;; F 

where I denotes the upper closure with respect to the order of L. Indeed for every 
a E F such that av E u71v we have nJ//v r;: av and hence av E l(nJ//v) n pv. On 

the other hand, if x E l(ni//v) n pv, then there exists an a E F such that av = x and 
n01r r;: av. Hence a E Olf because !l// is an M-filter. 

Example 3.13. Let X be a topological space and consider the observation frame Q(X). 

(i) Every saturated set q E .EZ(X) induces an M-filter UZ/(q) = {oE(O(X)lqi::;;o}. 

Indeed, if n°u( q) i::;; o then qi::;; o because by definition of saturated sets q = n011( q ). 

Therefore o E 1i//(q). 
(ii) For every x EX the set Jlt0(x) = {o E (D(X)lx E o} is a completely prime 

M-filter. It is an M-filter because for every o E @(X), if n!l/lo(x)<;;o then o E 07/o(x) 

since by definition x E n'l/ o(x) <;; o. It is completely prime since for every Si::;; cn(X) 

and o E 07/0(x) such that o <;;;US we have x E o <;;; US. Hence there exists s ES such 

that x Es. Therefore by definition s E !l//o(x). 

Next we introduce appropriate prime elements for an observation frame. 

Definition 3.14. For an observation frame F~L, an element p E F is called com

pletely multiplicative prime (M-prime for short) if for all S <;; F it holds that 

nsv r;: p v implies :ls E S. s ~ p 

The set of all M-prime elements of F~L is denoted by MP(Fr:--+L). 

Notice that TE F cannot be an M-prime element of F~L since n sv = T for 

S= 0. 

Example 3.15. Consider the observation frame Q(X) of a topological space X. Define 

for every x E X the open set 

Ox= int(X\{x}) = U{oE@(X) Jx t/. o} <;;X\{x}, 
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where int( ·) is the interior operator associated with the topology on X. By definition 
Ox is the greatest (with respect to subset inclusion) open set not containing x, that 
is, for an open o', x <f. o' if and only if o' ~Ox. It is also an M-prime element. 
Indeed, for every s ~ @(X) if n s ~Ox then x <f. ns because otherwise one would 
have x E n s ~Ox contradicting x <f. Ox. But then there exists an s Es such that x <f. s. 
But ox is the greatest open set not containing x, hence s ~Ox. Thus Ox E MP(Q(X)) 
for every x EX. 

Notice that for every 0 E @(X) we have n{ Ox Ix <f. 0} = o: 

(~) If y E n{oxlx <f. o} then y E o because otherwise y E (X\o) and hence Oy E 
{oxlx <f. o}. But this yields y E n{oxlx <f. o} ~oy, a contradiction. 

( 2) For every x E (X \ o) we have o QX\ {x} ). Hence by idempotency and mono
tonicity of the interior operator we obtain o = int( o) ~ int(X\ { x}) = Ox for every 
x <f. o. Therefore o ~ n{ oxlx <f. o }. 

(For the case when 0 = x observe that {Ox Ix <f. 0} = 0 and then n© = x = 0 ). Next 
we show that every M-prime element in Q(X) is of the form ox for some x E X. 
Indeed, let p E MP(Q(X)). Since p E @(X) we have just seen that n{ oxlx <f. p} c;,. p. 
But then ox ~ p for some x <f. p. The latter yields p ~Ox and hence p = Ox. This fact 
will be crucial later on for obtaining our duality. 

Finally, if X is a ff0 topological space then clearly every M-prime element of Q(X) 
is of the form Ox for a unique x E X. 

The next lemma is the main result of this subsection. It gives isomorphisms between 
M-filters, M-prime elements of an observation frame Fe>--+L and also M-morphisms 
from Fe>--+L to 2. 

Lemma 3.16. For an observation frame Fe>--+L there are bijective correspondences 
between 

(i) morphisms c/>: (Fe>--+L)-. 2 in OFrm, 
(ii) completely prime M-filters 0/1 r:;. F, 

(iii) M-prime elements p E F. 
The correspondences are given by 

(i) ::::} (ii) c/> f-4 0/1,p = {aEF I c/>(a) = T}; 

(ii) ::::} (i) 0/1 c/> _ ). F {T if a E 0/1 
f-4 ·!//- aE. J_ otherwise; 

(ii) ::::} (iii) 0/1 f-4 P"ll = V{aEF I a <f. 0/1}; 
(iii) ::::} (ii) p f-4 0/1 p = F\(lp); 

(iii) ::::} (i) pr-4</Jp ). F {J_ ifa~p = a E · T otherwise; 
(i) ::::} (iii) </J f-4 P<P = V{aEF I c/>(a) = j_}. 

Proof. Let Fe>--+L be an observation frame, cjJ: (Fe>--+L)---. 2 be a morphism in OFrm, 
0u r:;. F be a completely prime M-filter and p E F be an M-prime element. We prove 
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only (i) =?(ii)=? (iii)=? (i). The verification of the other correspondences is left to 
the reader. 

(i) =? (ii) We have to prove that i/I q, is a completely prime M-filter. We start 

by proving that 011 </! is an M-filter. For every x E F such that nJlt~ i;;; xv we have 

J\{c/i(a)la E 0llq,}~c/l(x) since cP is a morphism in OFrm. But a E J//q, if and only if 

c/I( a) = T by definition, hence also <f>(x) = T. Therefore x E J?i q,. 

It remains to show that 'W q, is completely prime. Let S ~ F and a E Y/(p be such that 

a~VS. Then c/l(VS) = T because <Pisa frame morphism and T = <f>(a)~</J(VS) = 
V </J( S). Therefore there is s E S such that </>( s) = T, that is, there is s E S such that 

s E 0ltq,. 

(ii)=? (iii): We have to prove that p,11 is an M-prime element. Let S ~F be such 

that nsv [;;; P~1· Then nsv i;;; CV{aEFla t/:. i//})v = LJ{aEFla t/:. -'//}v. There 

must exist a s E S such that s t/:. 111 because if not, S ~ 41 would imply nJ/r !;;; 

nsv [;;; CV{aEFla t/:. Jlf}t and hence V{aEFla t/:. Jl/} E 11as 111 is an M-filter. 

But it is also completely prime, hence contradicting that there exists a fj. 1lt such that 

a E 011. 

(iii)=? (i): We have to prove that c/Jp is a morphism in OFrm. It is easily verified 

that it is a frame morphism and hence we concentrate on the proof that cp P is completely 

multiplicative. Let S,T ~ F be such that nsv [;;; nrv. Assume J\c/J p(S) = T but 

suppose J\ cp p( T) = J__ Then there exists t E T such that cp p(t) = l. and hence t ~ p. 

Since p is an M-prime element, we have that nsv [;;; nrv !;;; tv [;;; pv implies there 

exists s ES such that s~ p. Hence c/Jp(s) = J_ contradicting J\c/Jp(S) = T. C 

Notice that applying the inverse image of a morphism in OFrm to a completely prime 

M-filter yields again a completely prime M-filter. Indeed let c/J: (Fr>-->L) __, ( Gr>-->K) 

be a morphism in OFrm and let vlf ~ G be a completely prime M-filter. Then cfJ,11 : 

( GC>->K) --> 2 is also a morphism in OFrm which hence yields by composition a 

morphism from FC>->L to 2, or, equivalently, a completely prime M-filter cp- 1(Jl/) ~F. 

3.2. Observation frames and topological spaces 

In this section we define a point functor Pt from the opposite of the category of 

observation frames to the category Sp of topological spaces by topologizing the M

prime elements. We show that Pt is right adjoint to the functor Q (for its definition 

see Example 3.5 ). 

Definition 3.17. Given an observation frame FC>->L define for every a E F the com

plete multiplicative hull of a (the M-hull of a) as the set 

V(a) = {pEMP(FC>->L)la~p} = fanMP(FC>->L}. 

Define also the complement L1(a) in MP(Fr>-->L) of the M-hull of a by 
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Lemma 3.18. Let F'l>--+L be an observation frame. Then 

..1(1-) = 0; 

L1(T) = MP(F'l>--+L); 

L1(VA) = LJ{L1(a)ia EA} for all A~ F; 

..1(/\B) = n{ L1(b )lb E B} for finite B ~ F; 

Proof. We prove only the last item. The other ones are trivial. 

p E n{Ll(b)lb E B} ? p E MP(F'l>--+L) and '7b E B. b ;/;. p 

~ p E MP(F'l>--+L) and /\B f;. p 

? p E !J(f\B), 

where the implication ( ~) is trivial and for ( ~) we use that p is an M-prime element: 
if f\B:::;. p then also nBv I;;;; pv and hence b:::;. p for some b E B. D 

Corollary 3.19. Let Frv-+L be an observation frame. The collection of sets of the 
form !J(a) for every a E F forms a topology on MP(F'l>--+L) which is called the 
M-hull topology (denoted by (!)t,(MP(F'l>--+L))). 

Clearly the sets of the form V'(a) are closed sets of the M-hull topology on 
MP(Fr>-+L) for every a E F. 

Definition 3.20. For every observation frame Fr>-+L define Pt(Fr>-+L) to be the topo
logical space MP(Fr>-+L) endowed with the M-hull topology. 

Remark 3.21. For every observation frame Fr>-+L, the topological space Pt(F'l>--+L) is 
Yo. Indeed, let p, q E M P( Fr>-+ L) be such that p ~ e- q and q :::;. f p in the specialization 
preorder induced by the M-hull topology on MP(Frv-+L). Then p E L1(a) if and only 
if qELl(a) for every aEF. Hence for every aEF we have a;/;. p if and only if a ;/;. q, 
that is, p=q. Hence the specialization preorder is a partial order, or, equivalently, the 
topological space Pt(Fr>--->L) is ;Yo. 

Lemma 3.22. Let Fr>-+L be an observation frame. The map c:: F--+ l!!IJ(MP(Fr>-+L)) 
defined by c:(a) = L1(a) for every a E F is a morphism in OFrm from Fr>-+L to the 
observation frame Q(Pt(Frv-+L)). It is clearly swjective as a function. 

Proof. By Lemma 3.18, c: is a frame morphism. Also, by definition of the M-hull 
topology, E is surjective. Thus it remains to prove that it is completely multiplicative. 
Let S, T ~ F be such that nsv I;;;; nrv and take p E nc:(S). From the definition of 
E and of the M-hull we have that p E MP(Fr>-+L) and s f;. p for every s ES. We 
claim that also t f;. p for every t E T. If not, then there exists t E T such that t :::;. p 
and hence tv I;;;; pv. But then nsv I;;;; nrv I;;;; tv I;;;; pv implies that there exists s ES 
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such that s ::s; p since p is an M-prime element contradicting the hypothesis. Therefore 
p E Ll(t) for every t E T and hence by definition of c: we get p E nc:(T). 0 

Theorem 3.23. Let X be a topological ~pace, F t>--7 L be an observation frame and 
</>: (Ft>--7L) -+ Q(X) be a morphism in OFrm. Then there is a unique continuous 
function fq,: X -+ Pt(Ft>--->L) in Sp such that Q(f q,) o E = </>; 

This extends Pt to a functor from 0Frm0P to Sp which is right adjoint of Q. 

(F t>-?L) Q( Pt( F t>-?L)) Pt(F t>-?L) 

lw1,1 
A 

I 

I 

1:, : 

Q(X) x 

Proof. Let a E F. In order to obtain the required commutativity we have to prove 

Q(fq,)(E(a)) = {xEX I fq,(x) E c(a)} =</>(a) 

or, equivalently, 

\Ix EX f q,(x) E c(a) {:} x E </>(a) 

that is, by definition of c( a) 

Vx EX f q,(x) E Ll(a) {:} x E </>(a) 

that is, by definition of LI (a) 

Vx EX aj;f,p(x) {:} x E </>(a). 

This determines f cfi(x) uniquely as V { bEF I x\t cp(b )}. Indeed for all xEX if a j; f q,(x) 
then x E c/J( a) because otherwise we would have a E { b E F Ix \t cp( b)} and hence the 
contradiction a ::s; V { bEF Ix \t </>(b)} = f q,(x). 

Conversely, if xE ct>Ca) then a j; f <f>(X) because otherwise a~ fcfi(X) = V { b E FI x \t 
</>(b)} would imply, upon applying cp, 

ct>Ca) ::s; </>CV { bE F Ix rt </>(b)}) = LJ{ </>(b) E (l'(X) Ix \t cp( b)}. 

Since x E c/J( a) we would get that there exists b E F such that x E c/J( b) and x \t cp( b ). 
Next we show that f cfi(x) is an M-prime element, i.e. f cfi(x) E M P(Ft>--7L ). Let 

S <;;, F be such that nsv [;;;; f <f>(X)v. Then from the definition of f q,(x) and upon 
applying (multiplicative) cjJ we obtain 

n</>(S) <;;, <t>CV { aEF Ix It cjJ(a)}) = U{ cjJ(a)E c'.D(X) Ix It </>(a)}. 

Hence there exists s E S such that s ::s; f q,(x) because otherwise for all s E S we 
would have s j; f q,(x) and hence by the above, x E cjJ(s) for every s E S. But then 
x E ncp(S) which implies there exists a E F such that x E </>(a) and x rt </>(a). 
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The function f q, is also continuous. Let a E F and consider the open set in the 
M-hull topology L1(a). Then we have 

fi 1(L1(a)) = {xEX If q,(x) E L1(a)} 

= {xEXla 1' fq,(x)} definition of L1(a) 

= {xEX Ix E </>(a)} 

=</>(a). 

and f q,(x) is an M-prime element 

But c/J( a) E t(X) is open, therefore fq, is continuous. D 

The unit of the adjunction is given by the function 17 defined in the following Lemma. 

Lemma 3.24. Let X be a topological space. Then the unit of the adjunction be
tween 0Frm0P and Sp is given by function 17 : X _, Pt(Q(X)) defined by ry(x) = 
int(X \ {x}) = Ox. It is a continuous surjective function in Sp. Moreover, 17 is injective 
and preserves open sets if and only if X is 3'Q. 

Proof. By Theorem 3.23 the unit of the adjunction between 0Frm0P and Sp is uniquely 
determined by the function f q,, where </> : Q(X) _, Q(X) is the identity morphism in 
0Frm0P. Therefore for every space X, the unit 17:X ->Pt(Q(X)) is defined as 17(x) = 
LJ{o E (0(X)lx 91- o} =Ox. Next we show 17 is a continuous surjective function in 
Sp. 

We have already seen in Example 3.15 that the M-prime elements of Q(X) are 
exactly those of the form Ox = int(X\ { x}) in a topological space X. Hence 17 is clearly 
onto. Let us now check it is also continuous. For o E @(X) we have 

ry- 1(L1(o)) = {xEX I 11(x) E L1(o)} 

= {xEXlo $ ry(x)} 

= {xEX Ix E o} 

=o. 

If X is a 5 0 space, then we have seen in Example 3.15 that the M-prime elements of 
Q(X) are exactly those of the form Ox = int(X \ { x}) for a unique x E X. Therefore 17 
is injective and since it is also onto, it is an isomorphism between X and MP(Q(X)). 
It remains to prove it is also an open map, i.e. preserves open sets. For o E @(X) we 
have 

17(0) = {17(x)EMP(Q(X)) Ix Ea} 

= { 17(x) EM P( Q(X)) I o $ ry(x)} by definition of ry(x) 

= {17(x)EMP(Q(X)) I 11(x) E L1(o )} by definition L1(o) 
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= {pE MP(Q(X)) I p E L1(o)} 1J is an isomorphism 

=L1(o). 

which is open in the M-hull topology. Therefore, if X is a Yo space then 1J is an 
isomorphism in Sp. 

Finally, if Y/ is injective and open then it forms an isomorphism in Sp between X 
and Pt(Q(X) ). But for every observation frame Fr:>--+L the space Pt(Fr:>--+L) is .:10 , 

hence also X is :!/0 . D 

Recall now that an ad junction (F, G, ry, E): A -+ B is called Galois if it restricts to 

an equivalence between the categories F(A) and G(B) (here F(A) denotes the full 

sub-category of B whose objects are in the image of F and G(B) denotes the full 

subcategory of A whose objects are in the image of G ). In [ 16] it is shown that an 

adjunction (F, G, Yf, E) : A -+ B is Galois if and only if it restricts to a reflection of A 
into F(A). 

By Lemma 3.24 and Remark 3.21 we have that the adjunction of Theorem 3.23 

restricts to a reflection of Sp0 into the full image of the functor Q : Sp0 -+ OFrm. 

Therefore the adjunction between Sp0 and OFrm is Galois. In the next section we will 

characterize a full sub-category of OFrm and hence we will prove directly that the 

adjunction of Theorem 3.23 restricts to an equivalence. 

3.3. Duality for Yo topological spaces 

In this subsection we characterize a subcategory of OFrm which is the dual of the 

category of 3(J topological spaces using the adjunction of Theorem 3.23. The next 

definition and the subsequent proposition are standard and can be found for example 

in [10, I, Definition 3.8 and Proposition 3.9]. 

Definition 3.25. A subset X of a complete lattice L is said to be order generating in 

L (or equivalently L is said to be order generated by X) if 

x = /\(T x nX) = (\{yEX lx~y} 

for every x E L. 

Proposition 3.26. For X ~ L where L is a complete lattice the following statements 

are equivalent. 
(i) X is order generating in L; 

(ii) every element of L can be written as a (possibly infinite) meet of a subset 

of X; 
(iii) L is the smallest subset containing X closed under arbitrary meets; 

(iv) whenever y f:. x, then there is a p EX with x ~ p but y f:. p. 

Example 3.27. (i) Let X be a topological space and consider the observation frame 

Q(X). Then 0(X) is order generated by MP(Q(X)). In Example 3.15 we have already 
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seen that every M-prime element of .Q(X) is of the form Ox= int(X\ {x}) for some 
x E X. Therefore we have to show o = /\ {Ox Jo <;;; ox} for every o E @(X). 

Clearly, o <;;; f\{oxlo <;;;ox}. To prove the other direction of the inclusion, consider y E 

/\ {Ox Jo <;;; Ox} and suppose towards a contradiction that y tf. o. Then o y = int(X \ {y}) 
is the greatest open set not containing y, so o <;;; oy. But then Dy E {Ox lo<;;; Ox} and 
hence y E oy because, obviously, y E /\{oxlo <;;;ox}<;;; Oy. 

(ii) Let FC>-+L be an observation frame. The complete lattice fl(F'i>-->L) is the small
est subset closed under arbitrary meets of L which contains pv by Lemma 3.9. There
fore by Proposition 3.26, fl(F'i>-->L) is order generated by pv. Moreover FC>-+L is 
isomorphic in OFrm to FC>-+fl(FC>-+L), hence if FC>-+L is such that F is order gener
ated by MP(FC>-+L) we have that every q E fl(FC>-+L) is the meet in L of elements 
which are the image under ( - )v of meets in F of M-prime elements. 

The next definition gives the full subcategory which is used later in our duality. 

Definition 3.28. Define OFrmM to be the full subcategory of OFrm with the observa
tion frames F'i>-->L in which F is order generated by the set MP(F'i>-->L) of M-prime 
elements, as objects. 

We have seen in Example 3.27 (i) that the functor .Q maps every topological space 
to an object of OFrmM. Also, Remark 3.21 shows that the functor Pt maps every 
observation frame to an object of Sp0. Moreover for every ffo topological space X the 
unit of the adjunction is an isomorphism by Lemma 3.24. The following lemma gives 
a similar result for the counit. 

Lemma 3.29. Let FC>-+L be an observationframe. The counit morphism c: (Fr:>-+L) -7 

.Q(Pt((FC>-+L)) is an order isomorphism if and only if Fr:>-+L is order generated by 
its M-primes (i.e. it is in OFrmM ). 

Proof. (only if) Assume a ¥;,. b for some a, b E F. Since E: is an order isomorphism 
(and hence order reflecting) we have that also c(a) = Ll(a) i. Ll(b) = c(b) and hence, 
by definition of LI( - ), there exists p E MP(FC>-+L) such that a ::J;,. p but b ~ p. But 
Proposition 3.26 then implies F is order generated by MP(FC>-+L) and hence F'i>-->L 
is an object in OFrmM. 

(if) Define c 1(L1(a)) = /\(MP(F'i>-->L)\Ll(a)) for every a E F. Then we have 

c- 1(c(a)) = c- 1(L1(a)) 

= /\(MP(Fr:>-+L)\Ll(a)) 

= /\(MP(FC>-+L)\(MP(FC>-+L)\ j a)) 

= /\(MP(FC>-+L) n i a) 

=a. 
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Therefore E is injective. Since we have already seen in Lemma 3.22 that c is onto, 
we have that E is an isomorphism with inverse c- 1• It is also order reflecting because 

if a i. b for a,b E F, then by Proposition 3.26 there is a p E MP(Fr>-+L) such that 
a i. p but b~a. Therefore c(a) = Ll(a) 't. A(b) = c(b). 0 

Now our main result follows. 

Corollary 3.30. The adjunction Sp ±::; 0Frm0P restricts to an equivalence of cate
gories Sp0 '.:::' OFrmZ'. Hence Sp0 and OFrmM are each others duals and the adjunc
tion is Galois. 

We constructed the duality with M-prime elements. Using Lemma 3.16 we can see 
that our duality comes from the "schizophrenic" object 2 = Q( l) in OFrm. 

Remark 3.31. If Fr>-+L is an observation frame such that F is order generated by 
the M-prime elements, then (- )v : Fr>-+L is order-reflecting (and hence injective). 
Indeed by Lemma 3.29 there is an order isomorphism c : (Fr>-+L) -+ Q(Pt(Fr>-+L)). 
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.9, there exists a meet-preserving function if; : ,;22(Ft>-+L) -+ 

2/'(MP(Fr>-+L)) such that t/t(av) = c(a) (recall that Q(Pt(Fr>-+L)) = (!J!J(MP(Fr>-+L)) 
'---+ .UJ(MP(Ft>-+L)) is simply the inclusion) for all a E F. Hence if av ~ bv for some 

a, b E F, then by monotonicity of t/t we have c(a) = if;(av) ~ ij;(bv) = c(b ). But c is 
order-reflecting, thus a~ b. Since ( - ) v is also monotone we obtain a~ b if and only 
if av ~ bv. 

4. M-topological systems 

Topological systems were introduced by Vickers [33] in order to subsume both topo
logical spaces and (ordinary) frames. In a topological system we have a set of subjects 
(or points) and a set of predicates (or opens) and a satisfaction relation matching the 

geometric propositional logic (or logic of finite observations). In this section we gener
alize these topological systems in order to obtain a satisfaction relation of propositional 
logic for observation frames (with both infinite conjunctions and disjunctions). Our in
terest in M-topological systems is justified since they clarify the connections between 
the infinitary operations of an observation frame Ft>-+L (the arbitrary joins LJ and the 
arbitrary meets n living in L) and the points of Ft>-+L. 

Definition 4.1. Let X be a set, let Ft>-+ L be an observation frame, and let f= <;;_ X x L be 
a relation. Then (X, f=,Ft>-+L) is called a completely multiplicative topological system 
(M-topological system for short) if and only if f= satisfies 

x f= LJSv {? :ls E S.x f= sv for all S~F, 

x F nsv {? \Is ES. x F sv for all S<;.F. 
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The next two examples show that both topological spaces and observation frames 
give rise to M-topological systems. 

Example 4.2. (i) Let X be a topological space and let Q(X) be the induced observation 
frame. Define for every x E X and s E &'(X), x f= s if and only if x E s. Then 
.:1(X) = (X, f=, Q(X)) is obviously an M-topological system. 

(ii) Let Fr>--+L be an observation frame and let MP(Fr>--+L) be the set of its M-prime 
elements (or points). Define a relation I=<;;; MP(Fr>--+L) x L by 

P F q -I=? \:/a E F. q t:;;; av =? a ¥;. p. 

By Lemma 3.16 we have that p I= q if and only if </>p(a) = T for all a E F such 
that q i;;;; av, where cp P : (Fr>--+L) ~ 2 is the morphism in OFrm corresponding to the 
M-prime element p E F. 

Next we show that Y'(Fr:r-+L) = (MP(Ft>-'>L), f=,Ft>-'>L) is an M-topological sys
tem. We have to prove p F nsv if and only if p F sv for all s Es<;;; F. 

From right to left, if p F sv then c/Jp(s) = T for alls ES, that is nr/>p(S) = T. 
Hence, if a E F is such that nsv i;;;; a v then n cjJ p(S) i;;;; </> p( a) as cjJ P is a morphism 
in OFrm. But nr/>p(S) = T, hence </>p(a) = T. Therefore p F nsv_ 

Conversely, if p F nsv then </>p(a) = T for all a E F such that nsv i;;;; av. 
But nsv i;;;; sv for all s E S, hence for all s E S and for all a E F such that 
sv t:;;; av we have that nsv i;;;; av and hence </> p(a) = T. Therefore p I= sv for all 
s ES. 

It remains to prove that p f= LJSv if and only if there exists s E S <;;; F such that 
p F sv. From right to left we have that sv i;;;; cvsr = usv for s ES. Hence if a E F 
is such that LJSv r:;;; av then </> p( a) = T because by hypothesis there exists s E S such 
that for all a E F if sv r:;;; av. Therefore p f= LJSv. 

Conversely, suppose that for all s E S, p f!= sv. Then for all s E S there exists 
as E F such that sv i;;;; a~ but </Jp(as) = .1. Hence LJSv [;;;; LJ{a.:ls ES}= CV{a5 !s E 
S})v because (-)vis preserving joins. But pf=LJSv hence T=</Jp(V{asls ES})= 
LJ.,.EsrP p(as ), which implies there exists as such that </> p(a,) = T contradicting the 
assumption. 

Let (X, f=, F'i>-'>L) be an M-topological system. Directly from its definition we can 
deduce that 

(i) x I= T for all x EX; 
(ii) x I= .1 for no x EX; 

(iii) x I= av and a~b implies x f= bv for every a,b E F. 
Furthermore, for every q, q' E !d(F'i>-'>L) if x I= q and q [;;;; q' then x I= q1 • Indeed, if 
we assume q = nsv and q' = n P for S, T <;;; F then q !;;'; q' implies q = nsv = 
nsvnnrv = ncsunv using Lemma 3.8. Hencex F q ifand only ifx F ncsurr. 
But then, by definition off=, x F tv for all t E T and hence x I= nrv = q'. 

The next remark shows how to derive from a satisfaction relation in an M-topological 
system a morphism in the category OFrm. The converse holds only for a certain kind 
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of morphisms in OFrm. This will be used later in order to show that the category of 

M-topological systems is equivalent to a comma category. 

Remark 4.3. ( i) Let (X, f=, F1>---t L) be an M-topological system. Recall that every sat

urated element q E .~(F1>---tl) is of the form q = nsv for some S <;_F. The relation 

f= <;_ X x L induces a function tf;F : !2( Fr>-> L) --+ .o/'(X) defined by tf;F ( q) = { x E 

X Ix f= q}. We have that 

t/Jp(LJSv) = {xEX Ix f= LJSv} 

= u,Es{xEX \x F s} Definition 4.1 

= UsEStf;F(sv) 

for every S<;_F. Similarly lf;F(nSv) = nsESt/Jp(sv) for all S<;.F. But then by Re

mark 3 .10 and by considering the observation frame id : 01'(X) --+ eP(X ), there exists 

a unique morphism </>F : F--+ .o/'(X) in OFrm such that </>F(a) = t/J1==(av) for every 

a E F. 

(ii) Conversely, by Lemma 3.9, every morphism 1> : F --+ .9'(X) in OFrm induces 

an M-topological system (X, f=q,,F1>---t:?2(Ft>---->L)), where for every x E X and q E 

1(F1>---tl), x f=q, q if and only if for every a E F if q [;;; av then x E </>(a). 

(iii) These constructions are each other's inverse in the following sense: for every 

morphism </> : F --+ 01'(X) in OFrm and a E F we have 

</>F,p(a) = t/JF,p(av) definition of </>h 

= {xEX \ x f=.p av} definition of tf;h 

= {xEX \ Vb E F. av [;;; bv =? x E </>(b)} definition of F</J 

= n{</>(b)lav [;;; bv} 

= </J(a) 

where the last equality holds because </> is completely multiplicative and hence av = 
n{bvlb E F andav [;;; bv} implies </J(a) = n{</>(b)\b E F andav [;;; bv}. 

For every M-topological system (X, f=, Fr>-+L ), and for every x EX and q E !2(F1>---tl) 

we have 

x F</JF q {:} Va E F. qi;;:; av =} x E </JF(a) definition of F</JF 

{:} Va E F. q !;;;; av =? x E t/J1==(av) definition of </>F 

{:} Va E F. q !;;;; av =? x I= av definition of l/11== 

{:} x I= n{av \q i;;:; av} definition of f= 

{:} x I= q q is a saturated element. 
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Using the above remark, Lemma 3.9, and Remarks 3.10, we have that for an obser
vation frame Fe>-+L such that 

( i) L is a completely distributive lattice, and 
(ii) q = n{av EL I q (:;;; av and a E F} for all q EL, 

a triple (X, f=, Fe>-+L) is an M-topological system if and only if the relation f= ~ X x L 
satisfies for all S ~ L 

x f= LJS {:} :ls ES. x f= s, 

x F ns {:} Vs E S. x F s. 

Note that in this definition S ~ L, while in Definition 4.1 S ~F. 
Next we organize M-topological systems in a category for which we introduce the 

following morphisms. 

Definition 4.4. Let D = (X,f=,Ft>--->L) and E = (Y,f=,Ge>-+K) be two M-topological 
systems. A morphism from D and E consist of a pair (f, </>) where f : X -+ Y is a 
function, </>: (G1>-+K)-+ (Ft>--->L) is a morphism in OFrm (note the reverse direction 
of the arrow), that satisfies for every x EX and a E G 

It is straightforward to check that composition of two morphisms defined as the usual 
element wise composition is again a morphism. Hence M-topological systems together 
with these- morphisms form a category which we refer to as MTS. 

Example 4.5. Let f : X -+ Y be a continuous function in Sp. Then :Y (f) = (f, Q(f)) 
is a morphism from .o/"(X) = (X,f=,Q(X)) to 3'(Y) = (Y,f=,Q(Y)) in MTS since 
Q(f): Q(Y)-+ Q(X) is a morphism in OFrm and we have that 

x F Q(f )( 0) {:} x E Q(f )( 0) 

{:} f(x) E o 

<(=} f(x) F= o 

definition of f= 

definition of Q(f) 

definition of f=. 

It is easy to check that :Y is a functor from Sp to MTS. 

Remark 4.6. (i) Let (X, f=,Fe>-+L) be an M-topological system. Since the observation 
frames F1>-+ L and Fe>-+ .:1( Fe>-+ L) are isomorphic in the category 0 Frm we have also 
that the topological system (X, f==, Ft>--->L) is isomorphic in MTS to the topological 
system (X, f==,Fe>-+.2l(F1>-+L)). 

(ii) Let 91-'- 1 : Set -+ OFrm0P be the contravariant functor which maps every set 
X to the observation frame id : 91-'(X) -+ .':fl(X) and every function f : X -+ Y to 
its inverse. Consider the comma category (for its definition see [23]) ( q;- 1 l OFrm"P) 
given by the functors q;- 1 and the identity functor on 0Frm0P. Remark 4.3 and the 
isomorphism above imply that we have an equivalence of categories between MTS and 
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(.:JJ- 1 l OFrm"P). This shows that our category of M-topological systems is obtained 
like the category of (ordinary) topological systems as used by Vickers. The latter is 
obtained as comma category ( BP- 1 l Frm 0P ). 

Next we show that the adjunction of Theorem 3.23 can be split in two parts: one 
from topological spaces to M-topological systems and one from M-topological systems 
to observation frames. We thus have a situation as in [33]. We start with the first 
ad junction. 

Every M-topological system D = (X, f=, Fr>-+L) induces a topology on X by taking 
as open sets the extent of all a E F: 

ext( a)= {xEX Ix I= av }. 

By definition of I= and since ( - t preserves finite meets and arbitrary joins we have 
that the collection of all extents forms a topology on X. We denote this topological 
space by S p(D). Furthermore the function ext( - ) : F -+ .:JJ(X) is a morphism from 
F1>->L to id : Y(X) --+ BP(X) in OFrm. Indeed, it is a frame morphism as the collection 
of all extents forms a topology and it is completely multiplicative because if nsv [;;; 
n rv for some S, T i:;;; F then 

x E next(S) {:} \Is ES. x I= sv definition of ext( - ) 

{:} x I= nsv definition of I= 
:=:} x I= nrv nsv [;;; nrv 
{:;} \ft E T. x f= tv definition of I= 
{:;} x E next(T) definition of ext( - ). 

This shows also that the pair (idx,ext): .~(Sp(D))-+ Dis a morphism in MTS. 

Theorem 4.7. Let D = (X, f=,Fr>-+L) be an M-topological system and let Y be a 
topological space such that there is a morphism (f, </J) : Y"( Y) --+ D in MTS. Then 
there exists a unique continuous function g : Y --+ S p(D) in Sp such that the following 
diagram commutes: 

(id,,exr) 
D Y(Sp(D)) 

~ln,1 
Y(Y) 

Sp(D) 
I\ 

I 

I 
I 

g1 
I 

y 

This extends Sp to a functor from MTS to Sp which is right adjoint of:!/. 

Proof. (sketch) Take g= f. It is clearly continuous and the unique one such that Y(g) 
makes the diagram commute. 0 
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A M-topological system is called spatial if it is isomorphic in MTS to 5"""(X) for 
some topological space X. 

Next we give the second adjunction between M-topological systems and obser
vation frames. There is an obvious forgetful functor Fr : MTS --+ OFrm0P which 
maps every M-topological system (X, f=, F~L) to F~L and every morphism (/, ef> ): 
(X, f=,F~L)......, (Y, f=,H~K) to</>: (H~K)......, (F~L). 

Lemma 4.8. Let (X, f=,F~L) be an M-topological system and p: X ......, MP(F~L) 
be a function which assigns to a concrete point x EX the abstract point p(x) = V {a E 
F Ix Fa'}. Then p(x) is an M-prime element for every x EX. Furthermore, the 
pair (p,idr) : D ......, Y'(Fr(D)) forms a morphism in MTS where .51'(-) is as in 
Example 4.2(ii). 

Proof. We begin by showing that p(x) is M-prime. Let Sc;_ F be such that nsy ~ 
p(x)y. We prove that there exists s ES such that s~p(x). Indeed there exists ans ES 
such that x F Sy because otherwise x F= Sy for all s E S. But this means x F= nsy and 
hence x F= p(x)y since nsy ~ p(x)y. But then x F= CV{a EF Ix F av} t = LJ{a E 
F Ix F ay} v. From the definition of f= this holds if and only if there exists a E F 
such that x F av and x F= av. Contradiction. 

Consider now the pair (p,idF): D......, Y'(Fr(D)) where Y' is as in Example 4.2(ii). 
We show it forms a morphism in MTS. By the above it is enough to prove x f= ay 
if and only if p(x) f= av where p(x) f= av means Vb E F. av r;;; bv =? b 'f;. 
p(x). 

(=?)Let b E F be such that av r;;; bv. Then bf;,. p(x) = V{cEF Ix F cv} because 
otherwise x f= av and av ~ by implies x f= by and hence also x f= p(x)'. But 
this leads us to the contradiction that there exists a c E F such that x F cv and 
x F= CV. 

(<=) lf p(x) F av then at p(x) = V{bEFlx F bv}. Hence x F= av because 
otherwise a E {bEFlx F bv} and hence the contradiction a~p(x). D 

Theorem 4.9. Let F~L be an observation frame and let D = ( Y, f=, H~K) be an 
M-topological system such that there is a morphism </> : (F~L) ......, Fr(D) in OFrm. 
Then there exists a unique morphism (g, p) : D -+ Y'(F~L) in MTS such that the 
following diagram commutes 

id 
(F~L)-4Fr(Y'(F~L)) 

~l''"l 
Fr(D) 

I 

(y,p) : 

I 

D 

This extends .'f to a functor from 0Frm0P to MTS which is right adjoint of Fr. 
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Proof. Define g(y) = V{bEFlx ~ </>(bt} for all yE Y and p(a)=cj>(a) for every 
a E F. It is not hard to see that g(y) E MP(F'V---?L) for ally E Y. We showy f= p(at 
if and only if g(y) f= av for ally E Y and a E F. 
< =::}) If y F= p(a r then also g(y) F= av because otherwise by definition of F= in 

Y(Fr>-+L) there exists a b E F such that av !;;;; bv and b~g(y) = V{c E 
F I y ~ </>( c r}. Hence by the complete multiplicativity of </> we have 

</>Car!;;;; </>(bf!;;;; cf>(V{cEF I y ~ </>(cf} r = LJ{cj>(c)IY ~ cj>(ctr. 

But yf=p(at and hence also yf=LJ{cEF I y ~ </>(c)v}v. Therefore, by definition 
off=, we get the contradiction that there exists c E F such that y ~ c/J(c)Y and 

y F= </>(et. 
({::::) If g(y) f= av then a:(,. g(y) = V{b E F Ix ~ </>(bt} by definition off= in 

Y(Fr>-+L). But then y f= p(at =</>(at because otherwise a E {b E F Ix ~ 
</>(b)v} and hence a~V{bEF Ix~ c/J(b)v} contradicting a f;. g(y). 

Since Fr(g, p) = p obviously idp o Fr(g, p) = </>. Moreover (g, p) : D -> !/(Fr>-+L) is 
the unique morphism in MTS having this property. D 

A M-topological system is called observational (or possibly M-localic) if it is iso
morphic in MTS to !/(Hr>-+K) for some observation frame H'V---?K. Clearly the full 
subcategory of spatial observational M-topological systems is equivalent to the full 
subcategory of 5"0 topological spaces and is equivalent to the full subcategory of ob
servation frames Fr>-+L where F is order generated by the M-prime elements. The 
following diagram summarizes the situation. 

Sp /I' 

Sp T MTS T OFrm"P 1-----7' 1----p, J 

Next we show that spatiality of a localic M-topological frame corresponds to the com
pleteness of the logic. To show this we need the definition of semantic entailment. 

Definition 4.10. For an observation frame F'V---?L define the relation of semantic en
tailment on F by for all a, b E F, a f-p b if and only if for every M-topological system 
(X, f=,Fr>-+L) and x EX if x f= av then x f= bv. 

We also define the relation of semantic entailment on 2(Fr>-+L) for all q,r E 
2(F'V---?L) by putting q f-.!l r if and only if for every M-topological system (X, f=, 
Fr>-+L) and x EX if x f= q then x f= r. 

We could also define this relation on L, but in the category OFrm we are interested 
only in the observable predicates F and the predicates .2(Fr>-+L) that can be deduced 
from the observable ones. 
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The next lemma says that for every observation frame Fr:>--+L the order on F is 

contained in the entailment relation and hence we get soundness. Similarly we have 

soundness for :2( Fr>-+ L ). 

Lemma 4.11 (soundness). Let Fr>-+L be an observation frame. Then 

(i) a~b implies a 'rF b for all a, b E F, 
(ii) q ~ r implies q 'r3 r for all q,r E :2(Fr:>-+L). 

Proof. We prove only the first item. If a:(.b for a,b E F then av ~ bv, that is 

av = n{av,bv}. Therefore, in every M-topological system (X, f=,Ft>-+L) if x I= av 

then x I= bv. Hence a 'rF b. The proof of the second item is equally simple. 0 

The next lemma states that the entailment relation is included in the order if and 

only if the observation frame Fr>-+L is such that F is order generated by the M-prime 

elements. This is equivalent to stating that completeness both for F and :2(Fr:>-+L) 

holds if and only if F is order generated by the M-prime elements. 

Lemma 4.12 (completeness). Let Fr>-+L be an observation frame. The following state

ments are equivalent. 
(i) F is order generated by the M-prime elements of Fr>-+L 

(ii) a 'r F b implies a :(, b for all a, b E F 
(iii) q 'r 3 r implies q ~ r for all q, r E .1(Fr:>-+L) and ( · )' is order reffocting. 

Proof. We shall prove (i) {::;> (ii) and (ii) g. (iii). 

(i) =? (ii). Suppose F is order generated by the M-prime elements of Fr>-+L and 

let a'rFb for some a,b E F. Hence for all M-topological systems (X, l=,Fr>-+L) and 

x EX if xl=av then xl=bv. In particular consider the M-topological system /:l'(Fr:>-+L) 

and the isomorphism (idAfp,E): /:l'(Fr>-+L) -7 :Y(Pt(Fr:>-+L)) in MTS. We have 

p E L1(a) {::;> p I= LJ(a) definition of I= in :Y(Pt(Fr>-+L)) 
{::;> p I= c(a) definition of E 
{::;> p F av (idMp,E) is a morphism in MTS 
:::} p F bv because a 'r F b 
{::;> p E Ll(b). 

Hence c( a) = LJ( a) i;;; L1 ( b) = c( b ). But E is an order preserving isomorphism by 

Lemma 3.29, therefore a:(.b. 

(ii):::} (i): We use the formulation of Proposition 3.26(iv). Let a,b E F be such that 

a ~ b. Then a 'r/ F b, that is, there exists a M-topological system D = (X, l=,Fr:>-+L) 

and a x E X such that x f= av but x ~ bv. Consider the morphism (p, idF) : D _, 

/:l'(Fr(D)) in MTS. Then x I= av if and only if p(x) I= aV, where p(x) E MP(Fr:>-+L). 

Hence, by definition of I= in /:l'(Fr(D)) (Example 4.2(ii)) we have found a M-prime 

element p(x) such that a f;. p(x) but b :(. p(x ). Therefore, by Proposition 3 .26 we have 

that F is order generated by MP(Fr>-+L). 
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(ii) ~ (iii): Suppose a f--F b implies a"'(b for all a,b E F and let q,r E !2.(Fr>-+L) 

be such that q f--2 r. Then for all M-topological systems (X, f=, Fr>-+L) and x EX we 

have that x F q ~ x Fr. But q = n{avla E F and q ~ av} and also r = n{bvlb E 

F and r ~ bv }, hence, by definition of f=, x f= av for all a E F such that q G; av, 

implies x f= b v for all b E F such that r ~ b v. But this means that a f--F b for a, b E F 

such that q G; av and r ~ bv. Hence a"'( b (which implies av [:;:; bv) for all a, b E F 

such that q G; av and r ~ bv. Therefore q = n{ av la E F and q G; av} G; n{ bv lb E 

F and r ~ bv} = r. It is easy to see that ( · )v reflects the order. Assume av G; bv, but 

a g b. Then a lfr b and hence av If .2 bv. This contradicts what we just proved. 

(iii)~ (ii): If a f--r b, then av f--J bv, so av ~ bv and thus a"'(b since (T reflects 

the order. [_] 

5. Saturated elements and upper power spaces 

In this section we investigate the relationships between saturated elements of an 

observation frame Fr:>--+L and its M-filters. We subsequently discuss their importance 

for so-called "filter theorems" and give three applications of upper power spaces on 

(ordinary) posets, continuous dcpo's and algebraic dcpo's. 

In Definition 3.6 we described the saturated elements of an observation frame 

Fr>-+L as the elements q E :d(Fr:>--+L) (equivalently, if q = n{avla E F and q G; 

av} ). One often is interested in the subset ff }).(Fr>-+L) ~ :2.(Fr:>--+L) of compact sat

urated elements, where an element s E L is called compact if for every A~ F such 

that s G; LJ A v there exists a finite subset B <;;;;A such that s G; LJ sv. For exam

ple, if X is a topological space then the saturated elements of Q(X) are the ordi

nary saturated sets of X, and the compact elements of Q(X) are the ordinary com

pact sets. For a topological space X the saturation }}_( {x}) is the principal upper set 

ix, for every x E X, where the order used in i (-) is the specialization preorder 

on X. 
Given an observation frame Fr>-+L, the set 2,(Fr:>--+L) of saturated elements can be 

made into a topological space by taking as opens the sets Ua = { q E !l.(Fr>-+L) I q r:;:: av} 

for every a E F. They form a topology since Ua nub = UaAb and UaEA Ua = UvA for 

every a, b E F and A~ F. The induced specialization order on .!d(Fr:>--+L) is denoted 

by "'( u. It is not hard to show that q "'( u r if and only if r G; q, for q, r E :2(Fr:>--+L ). 

Sometimes we extend this order to elements p, p' E L by p ~up' if and only if 

2( p) ~ u ll( p') if and only if p' G; 2( p ), where !2.( ( ·)) is the saturated closure described 

in Section 3. The set .f2(Fr:>--+L) with this topology is the upper power space associated 

with Fr:>--+L. 

For topological spaces, the assignment X f-+ 2(X) extends to a functor Sp0 -> Sp0 : 

for .f :X-> Y one gets a function !2.(X) -> J?(Y) by A c-+ }).(f(A)). Even more, one 

gets a monad with unit X-> .:Z(X) given by x c-+ix and multiplication 22(!2.(X))-> 

!2.(X) by .# c-+ Jl(LJd). We thus extend the definition of upper power space in (29] 

from topological spaces to observation frames. 
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The following three lemmas were partly present in [2]. They establish the fundamen
tal role of M-filters in this setting. The first and fundamental step is that upper power 
spaces can also be described in terms of M-filters. Subsequently this correspondence 
is refined to compact and completely prime saturated elements. 

Lemma 5.1. Let Fr>-->L be an observation frame. There is an order isomorphism 
between the collection of saturated elements (:1(Fr>-->L), ~ u) and the collection of 
M~filters MF(Fr>-->L) ordered by subset inclusion. 

Proof. Let q E !!2.(Fr>-->L) and define the set l/i(q) = {aEFlq r;;; av}. It is an M-filter 
since if nulf(q)v I;;; xv for some x E F, then x E Jli(q) because q = nu(q)v as it is a 
saturated element. Conversely, for every M-filter 'i. c;=; F we have from the definition 
of saturated elements that n ·rv E ..2( Fr>--> L ). 

Furthermore, for every saturated element q we have n°?t(qt = q because q is 
saturated. Conversely, for every M-filter y·· ~ F we have 

={aEFlaEf'} 011 is an M-filter 

= 'f ·. 

The isomorphism is clearly order preserving. 0 

Next we restrict the order-isomorphism of Lemma 5.1 to compact saturated elements 
and Scott open M-filters, where an M-filter i5lf ~ F of the observation frame FL>-+L is 
said to be Scott open if 011 is an open set in the Scott topology on F. Recall that a 
subset o ~ F is open in the Scott topology if it is upper closed and for all directed set 
D ~ F if VD E o then there exists d E D no. 

Lemma 5.2. Let Fr>-->L be an observation frame. Then q E :1(Fr>--;L) is a compact 
saturated element if and only if 0lf(q) E MF(FL>---7L) is a Scott open M-filter. 
Equivalently, 0/l(q) E MF(FL>---7L) is a Scott open M~lter if and only if n°,lfV E 
!2(Ft>---+L) is a compact saturated element. 

Proof. Let q E 2.(F'V---?L) be a compact saturated element. Then ulf(q) = {aEF I qr;;; 
av} is a M-filter by Lemma 5.1. It is also open in the Scott topology of F because 
if S ~ F is a directed set such that VS E Ulf(q) then q I;;; CV St = LJ sv. But q is 
compact, hence there exists s E S such that q r;;; sv. Therefore there exists s E S such 
that s E 0l!( q ). 

Conversely, suppose 0lf(q) is open in the Scott topology of F and let S ~ F be a 
directed set such that q = n"ll(q)v r;;; LJSv = CVSt. Since Olf(q) is an M-filter we 
have VS E Ulf(q). But it is also Scott open, thus there exists s ES such that s E Jlf(q), 
that is q r;;; sv. Therefore, q is compact. 0 
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For an observation frame Ff>--'rL we have in a next step a relationship between 

completely prime M-filters and completely prime saturated elements in the lattice 

(Jl(Ff>--'rL), :%; u ). Recall that q E J2(Ff>--'rL) is said to be completely prime if for 

every S ~ F such that q [;;; LJSv there exists a s E S such that q [;;; sv. The proof is as 

before. 

Lemma 5.3. Let Ff>--'rl be a topological space. Then q E !2.(Ff>--'rL) is a completely 
prime saturated element if and only if :J/f(q)EMF(Ff>--'rL) is a completely prime M
_filter. Equivalently, 'f. E M F(Ff>--'rL) is a completely prime M-filter if and only !f 
nrv E :!.l(Ff>--'rl) is a completely prime saturated element. 

Remark 5.4. (i) Let X be a Yo topological space. Then X is isomorphic to its M

prime elements and hence by Lemma 3.16 also to its completely prime M-filters. But 

completely prime M-filters are isomorphic to the completely prime saturated elements 

and saturated elements are upper closed sets (with respect to the specialization pre

order ). Therefore the completely prime saturated elements are sets of the form \x for 

a unique x EX. 
(ii) The bijective correspondence between completely prime M-filters of an observa

tion frame Ff>--'rl and completely multiplicative frame morphisms from F to 2 extends 

to a correspondence between Scott open M-filters and completely multiplicative, Scott 

continuous and finite meet preserving functions from F to 2. Also M-filters are in bi
jective correspondence with completely multiplicative finite meet preserving maps from 

F to 2. 

Lemma 5.2 is of a more fundamental nature than what is normally called the 
Hofmann-Mislove theorem (also known as Scott-open filter theorem) given in Corol

lary 5.6 below. The latter is about Scott-open sets F ~ (!)(X) of a (sober) space 
X, which are ordinary filters. This theorem is due to Hofmann and Mislove (12], 

and can in our present setting be obtained from the following result. It identifies 

where one uses the Axiom of Choice and the fact that the space is sober. We sketch 

the proof for reasons of completeness. It is very similar to Lemma 8.2.2 in (33]. 

From now on we will label with 'AC' the results which make use of the Axiom of 

Choice. 

Lemma 5.5 (AC). For a sober space X, a Scott-open set F ~ @(X) is an M-filter if 
and only if it is an ordinary filter. 

Proof. The (only-if) part is obvious, so we concentrate on the (if) part. Assume a 

Scott-open filter F ~ @(X). We have to show 

nF ~ o' =? o' E F. 

Towards a contradiction, suppose o' rj_ F. Then we have to produce an element x EX 
with x E nF but x 'f. o'. Because X is sober it suffices to give a prime-open p E (!)(X) 
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with p tf_ F and 0 1 <;;; p, where we think of p as the directed union LJ{ o E (l;'(X) Ix tf_ o }. 
Hence one considers the poset 

P = {aEll(X) I 0 1 <;;;a and a ff- F}, ordered by inclusion. 

Every chain in P has an upper bound, so by Zorn's Lemma we get a maximal element 
p E P. It remains to show that p is prime-open. Towards the contrary, assume 

Oj n 02 <;;; p but Oj rj;._ p and 02 rj;._ p. 

Then by maximality of p, both the open sets o~ = p U 01 and o~ = p U 02 are in F 
and hence, because F is a filter, also o~ no~ E F. But o~ no~ = p U (01 n 02) = p. 
Contradiction. D 

Finally we obtain the result of Hofmann and Mislove [12] as a direct consequence 
of Lemmas 5.5 and 5.2. 

Corollary 5.6 (Hofmann-Mislove theorem [12]). For a sober .space X, there is an or
der isomorphism between the the poset (X»z(X), ~ u) of compact saturated sets and 
the poset of Scott-open filters F <;;; (T,1(X ), ordered by inclusion. 

The following result is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.5 and can be found in [2]. 

Lemma 5.7. Let X be a sober space, Y be a topological space and <P : Q(X) _, Q( Y) 
he a Scott continuous function. Then <P is .finite multiplicative (i.e. preserves .finite 
meets) if and only if it is completely multiplicative. 

In the remainder of this section we will have a brief look at upper power spaces on 
posets, continuous dcpo's and algebraic dcpo's. In the latter two examples we make 
essential use of the above Corollary 5 .6. The first example is more elementary and can 
be described without it. 

5.1. Upper power :,pace on posets 

Let PoSets be the category of posets and monotone functions. There is a full and 
faithful functor PoSets _, Sp0 which maps a poset (X, ~ ) to the underlying set X 
equipped with the Alexandrov topology (in which all upper sets A =TA (for Ac;;; X) 
are open). The upper space monad X r-+ .Q(X) described in the beginning of this 
section restricts to a monad on PoSets. Our aim is to describe this monad in terms of 
certain ideals of subsets of a po set X. 

Since Alexandrov open sets are closed under arbitrary intersections (the topology 
can even be characterized in such a way, see [19, Ch. II, Exercise 1.7], we get that 
the saturation d(A) is the upper closure TA. Hence for a poset X, .:;!(X) = l:r(X) and 
multiplicative functions Q(X) _, 2 are functions iT,!(X) _, 2 that preserve all intersec
tions. The upper order ~ u is extended to the power set &(X) by a~ uh ? b <;;; Ta. 
Below we write &r(X) for the set of finite subsets of X. 
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A principal ideal of a preorder (X, i;:;;) is a set of the form lx for x EX. Clearly, 

they can be identified with subsets 1 i;;;; X such that 

( i) I is a lower set: a i;:;; b E l =? a E /, 

(ii) for each collection Si;;;; 1 there is an element b EI with '\la E S. a ~ b. 

We find this second characterization of principal ideals more convenient because it is 

similar to that of directed ideals. 

Remark 5.8. Given a poset (X, i;:;;) notice that the poset of principal ideals in 

(X, !;:;; ) is order-isomorphic to (X, [;;;; ). However, if (X, ~) is only a preorder, then 

the poset of principal ideal is order isomorphic with the anti-symmetrization (i.e. 3()

fication) of X. 

These principal ideals capture the saturated ( = open) sets. 

Lemma 5.9. Let X be a poset, taken with its Alexandrov topology. 

(i) The poset of principal ideals in (.:?i'r(X), :::;_ u ), ordered by inclusion, is order 

isomorphic to the poset (%£2(X), <u ). 
(ii) The poser of principal ideals in (::?f(X), :::;_u), ordered by inclusion, is order 

isomorphic to the poset (!!l(X), :::;_ u). 

Proof. (i) We use Lemma 5.2. For every ideal l in (di'r(X), ~u) and Scott open 

M-filter ill!<;;; (l:1(X) define maps U/I f-+ Lu and l f-+ Jlf1 by 

Lu = {aE.3'r(X) I Ta E JI/} and !/11 = {oE lC'(X) I :Ja EI. a i;;;; o} 

First we show that Lu is a principal ideal. Obviously a:::;_ u b E fw implies a E fw. And 

if a subset s i;;;; !11 is given, then b = naES Ta is an open set, so nu11 i;;;; naES Ta = b 

implies b E u"lf because 071 is an M-filter. Hence b E f,u and a 2 b =Tb, so a:::;_ ub for 

all a E S. 
Next we show that u-111 is a Scott-open M-filter. Leto E (!i(X) be such that nJlt'1 i;;;; o 

and assume o ~ Jlf 1. Then a ~ o for all a E I. Since I is a principal ideal, there exists 

b E I such that a:::;_ u b for all a E I, that is b i;;;; Ta. Hence we get the contradiction 

b <;;; nU//" I <;;; 0. Further, U/11 is also Scott-open because for every directed set s i;;;; CD(X) 

such that LJS E '1lf 1, there exists a finite set a E l such that a <;;; LJS. Hence by directness 

of S there exists o E S such that a i;;;; o, that is o E 0211. 

Finally we prove the isomorphism (preservation of the orders is immediate): 

L11, = {aEi'.?l'f(X) I Ta E q;-I} 

= {aEg/>r(X) I :lb E !. b <;;;Ta} 

= {aEg/>r(X) I :lb E !. a:::;_ub} 

=1; 

0lf111 ={0El!1(X)\3aELu.a<;;;o} 

= {oE(0(X) \ 3} Ea. i?l'r(X). Ta E 0u and a<;;;o} 
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* • 
where the inclusion ( <;:;;) holds because Ta<;:;; o. Conversely, C2) follows from the fact 
that "ll is Scott-open and that every Alexandrov open set o is equal to the directed 
union U{Tala E Yr(X) and a<;:;;o}. 

(ii) We use Lemma 5.1 and the fact that M-filters are closed under arbitrary unions. 
The latter correspond to ideals I in (;??(X), :::::; u ). The correspondence 02f 1-> L11 and 
I 1-> J7f 1 are, just as before, given by 

1'11 ={aE::f>(X)I TaEulf} and dlf1={0E(i(X)l:JaE!.a<;:;;o}. 

Again L11 is a principal ideal and 'J/11 is an M-filter. Like before the two constructions 
form an order isomorphism (notice that for proving Ylf111 = 5l! we use o E .o/(X) and 
fo = o). D 

5.2. Upper power space on continuous dcpo 

Recall that for a directed complete partial order ( dcpo) (X, :::::; ) an element y is way
below x, written y « x, if for every directed set S <;:;; X, if x:::::; V S then there exists 
s E S such that y :( s. A continuous po set (X, :( ) is then a dcpo in which for every 
element x E X the set J: x = {y EX I y « x} of elements way-below x is directed and 
has x as join. We write CPos for the category of continuous dcpo's and continuous 
(directed join preserving) functions. 

These continuous dcpo's are considered with the Scott topology. There are then full 
and faithful functors CPos ---+ Sob ---+ Sp (for a proof that each continuous dcpo is 
sober, see e.g. [10]). The sets f x = {yEX Ix« y} form a basis for the Scott topology 
on a continuous dcpo X and a subset A<;:;; X is open if and only if A = UxEA f x. The 
latter expression is also written as f A. The way below relation « satisfies a certain 
interpolation property, which is axiomatized as (INT) below. 

An abstract basis (according to Jung [21] consists of a set B with a transitive relation 
-<, such that for finite subsets S <;:;; B and x E B, 

(INT) S -< x ==? :Jy E B. S -< y -< x. 

A directed ideal in such an abstract basis (B,-<) is a subset I<;;; B satisfying 
( i) I is a lower set: x -< y E I =:;. x E I, 

(ii) I is directed: I is not empty and for x,y EI there is a z EI with x,y-< z. 
A useful property of such an ideal I is that if x E I, then by directness there is a 
y E I with x -< y. It is not hard to verify that the set of ideals in (B,-< ), ordered by 
inclusion, is a continuous dcpo, with 

I « J 8 :lx, y E B. x -< y and I<;;; 1 x <;;; l y <;:;; J. 

And if -< is a reflexive relation on a set B, then the condition (INT) obviously holds 
and the set of ideals ordered by the subset inclusion forms an algebraic dcpo (see 
below) denoted by Idl(B). 
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Let X be a continuous dcpo. The set of finite subsets of X can be made into an 
abstract basis by putting for a, b E gJJr(X ), 

a -< b <=? b <:;;fa <=? \fy E b. 3x Ea. x « y 

see [13] where this approach stems from (but where it is used for convex power 
domains). With the same definition of the approximation relation, also the set of all 
subsets of X can be made in an abstract basis. Recall that the collection of all filters 
of @(X) is denoted by Fil((!J(X)). 

Lemma 5.10 (AC). Let X be a continuous dcpo, taken with its Scott topology. 

(i) The continuous dcpo of ideals in (&r(X), -<.), ordered by inclusion, is order 

isomorphic to the dcpo (.% ,q(X), :::; u) of compact saturated sets. The latter can be 

identified with the Scott open filters of ( 0(X), <:;;) (see Corollary 5.6). 
(ii) The continuous dcpo of ideals in (&(X), -<.), ordered by inclusion, is order 

isomorphic to the pose! (Fil( (.!J(X) ), <:;;) of (ordinary) filters of ( cP(X), <:;; ). 

Proof. (i) We use Corollary 5.6 and establish a bijective correspondence between ideals 
I in (& 1(X ), -<.) and Scott-open filters ffe <:;; @(X ). The correspondence ffe ........ l:F and 
I ........ ffe1 are: 

l:F={aE&r(X)[faEffe} and ffe1={0Ec'.D(X)[3aEJ.a<:;;o}. 

It is not hard to see that a -<. b E l:F implies a E J:f'. And l:F is non-empty because 
X E ffe, and X is the directed union, 

X = LJ{T a[a E &r(X)} 

where the inclusion ( <:;;) is obtained from the fact that for x E X the set 1x is directed 
and hence nonempty. Since ffe is Scott-open, we get fa E ffe for some a E &f(X), 
and thus ffF #- 0. To show that IJF is upward directed, we need that 

fan f b = LJ{T c[c E gJJr(X) and c <:;;fan f b }. 

Then, if a, b E Is;, we have fa, f b E ff and hence as § is a filter we obtain 
fan f b E ff. Since § is Scott-open, we get f c E ffe for some finite c <:;;fan f b. 

But then c E J:!l' and a, b -<.c. It is almost immediate that ffe1 is a Scott-open subset of 
@(X). It contains the top element X, since every ideal is nonempty. And if o,o' E ffe1, 

say via a, a' E I with a<:;; o and a' <:;; o', then there is a b E I with a, a' -< b. But then 
b s;; f a n fa' s;; o n o' and so also o n a' E ff 1- Therefore ffe 1 is a Scott-open filter. 

Finally we prove the isomorphism (preservation of the orders is immediate) 

l.F, = {aEY'r(X) I fa E ffe1} 

= {aE&r(X) [ 3b E J. b <:;;fa} 

= {aEY'r(X) [ 3b E J. a-< b} 

=I; 
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ff!, ={oE(l,(X)i::laEf:y;.aS:o} 

= {oEc1'(X) I ::Ja E d'lr(X). fa E ff and aS:o} 

* * where the inclusion ( s;;:) holds because fa S: o. Conversely, C2) follows from the fact 
that ff is Scott-open and that o is equal to the directed union LJ{f a\a E #r(X) and 
a<;;;: o}. 

(ii) The correspondence .'¥ ,_._. f.y; and I,_._. ff 1 are, like before, given by 

f.y; = {aE.:f'(X) I Ta E ff} and ."¥1 = {oElO(X) I ::Ja E /.a S:o}. 

Again f.? is an ideal and .'¥ r is a filter. Moreover, the two constructions form an order 
isomorphism (notice that for proving :!Fr." = :ff we use the fact that every open set 
o E @(X) is an element of JP(X) and moreover f o = o ). 0 

A further investigation of power domains on continuous dcpo's can be found in 
[13, 14] and also in [21]. 

5.3. Upper power space on algebraic dcpo 

An element x in a dcpo X is called compact if x « x. We write %(X) for the set 
of compact elements in X. One calls X an algebraic dcpo if it is a dcpo in which for 
each element x the set 1 x n %(X) of compact elements below x is directed and has x 
as join. The principal upper sets Tx for x E %(X) form a basis for the Scott topology 
on X. Since an algebraic dcpo is continuous, it is in particular sober as a topological 
space. 

Lemma 5.11 (AC). Let X be an algebraic dcpo, taken with its Scott topology. 
(i) The algebraic dcpo of ideals in (.qllr(X'(X)), :::;u). ordered by inclusion is or

der isomorphic to the poset (% .E/(X), :::; u) of compact saturated sets. The latter 
correspond to Scott open filters of (@(X), S:) (see Corollary 5.6). 

(ii) The algebraic dcpo of ideals in (91'(%(X)), :::;u), ordered by inclusion is order 
isomorphic to the poset (Fil ( (!)(X) ), S:) of (ordinary) filters of ( (!)(X ), s;;: ). 

Proof. (i) We proceed as in the previous subsection and use Corollary 5.6 to get a 
bijective correspondence between ideals I in (#r(%(X)), :::; u) and Scott-open filters 
:ff S: @(X). The correspondence :ff ,_._.IF and I,_._. :ff1 are given by 

fy = {aEJll(X) I Ta E ff} and :ff1 = {oE@(X)\::Ja EI. a<;;;:o}. 

The rest of the proof is as before, and hence left to the reader. 
(ii) Similarly, the correspondence :ff,_._. I:!i' and I ,_._.:Fr are given by 

I.~= {aE&(.~(X)) I Ta E :ff} and !F1 ={oE(O(X)\::laEI. a<;;;:o}. 
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As in the previous lemma we have that I.¥ is an ideal and that § 1 is a filter. Moreover 

they form an order isomorphism (notice that for proving § 1§ = :F we use the fact 

that every open set o E C(X) is equal to Ta for some a c;;; %(X)). D 

The power domains on algebraic dcpo's in (i) were first studied by Plotkin [24] and 

Smyth [28]. 

Remark 5.12. The compact elements of the algebraic dcpo (Fil( (!!(X) ), c;;;) are isomor

phic to the principal ideals of the poset (Y'(%(X)), ::S;u), which are isomorphic, by 

Lemma 5.9, to the M-filters of the space X"(X) taken with the Alexandrov topology. 

Hence we can say that every filter ff of the Scott topology of an algebraic dcpo X is 

the directed union of all the M-filters Jlf of the Alexandrov topology of K(X) such that 

UZI c;;; ff. Similarly, every Scott open filter ,Yi of the Scott topology of an algebraic dcpo 

X is the directed union of all the Scott open M-filters Jlf of the Alexandrov topology 

of K(X) such that llfc;;;.Yi. 

6. Some further equivalences 

In this section we restrict our attention to subcategories of Sp. In the first four 

subsections we consider topological spaces which are not, in general, sober. For these 

spaces we give a duality by restricting the adjunction of Theorem 3.23. Of special 

interest is a duality for the category PoSet. We derive a pointless version of the 

(directed) ideal completion of posets. Finally, in the last two subsections we study 

Galois connections in the context of observation frames and consider the relationship 

between frames, observation frames and sober spaces. 

6. I. ,o/j" Spaces and atomic observation frames 

Recall that a space X is .9] if for every x, y E X with x =f. y there exists an open set 

o E @(X) such that x E o but y 'f. o. For an example of a 31 space which is not sober 

and an example of a sober space which is not 5j see [30, Ch. IV, Example 4.1.4]. 

The full subcategory of Sp whose objects are 31 spaces is denoted by Sp 1• 

An observation frame Fr:>-+L will be called atomic if for every p, q E MP(Fr:>-+L) if 

p~q then p = q. The full sub-category ofOFrm whose objects are atomic observation 

frames is denoted by AOFrm. 

Lemma 6.1. The functors Q : Sp -+ 0Frm0P and Pt : OFrm"P -+ Sp restrict to an 

adjunction between Sp 1 and A0Frm0P and hence to a duality between Sp1 and 

AOFrmM. 

Proof. If a space X is 31 then the specialization preorder is the equality. Moreover, 

since every 5j space is ff0, we have that points are M-prime elements Ox = LJ{o E 

(l)(X) Ix~ o}. Therefore, for every Ox,Oy E MP(Q(X)) of a given 31 space X, if 

Ox c;;; Oy then x::::;; y and hence x = y, i.e. Ox = Oy. 
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Conversely, let Fr:r->L be an atomic observation frame and take p,q E MP(Fr:>-+L) 
with p -:f. q. This implies p ~ q or q ¥: p. Suppose p 1/,. q then clearly q is in the 
open Ll(p) = {r E MP(Frr->L) Ip ~ r} but p is not. The other case can be treated 
similarly. Hence Pt(Frr->L) is a !1j space. 0 

Notice that for an atomic observation frame Fr:r->L with F order generated by its 
M-prime elements there can be no element different from the T which is above some 
other M-prime element. This means that the M-prime elements of Fr:r->L are exactly 
the co-atoms of F (that is, maximal elements which differ from the top). 

6.2. Open compact spaces and algebraic observation frames 

A space X is called open compact, if for every x EX and open set o E (D(X) such 
that x E o there exists a compact open set u E (D(X) such that x E u ~ o. For example 
every poset taken with the Alexandrov topology is open compact. 

Denote by oKSp the full subcategory of Sp whose objects are open compact spaces. 
Let OAFrmM denote the full subcategory of OFrm whose objects are observation 
frames Frr->L such that F is an algebraic lattice and is order generated by the M
prime elements. 

Lemma 6.2. The functors Q : Sp --+ 0Frm0P and Pt : 0Frm0P --+ Sp restrict to a 
duality between oKSp0 and OAFrmM. 

Proof. It is enough to prove that a space X is open compact if and only if (D(X) 
is an algebraic complete lattice. Let X be a open compact space and let o E (D(X). 
For every x E a, since X is open compact, there exists a compact open u such that 
x E u~o. Hence o~LJ{u E .Jf(D(X)lu~o}. The reverse inclusion is clear, hence 
(D(X) is algebraic. 

Conversely, if (D(X) is algebraic then for every open set o we have o = LJ{u E 
.Jf (D(X) I u ~ o}. Hence for every x E X, if x E o then there exists a compact open 
u E .Jf (D(X) such that x E u ~ o, that is X is open compact. 0 

6.3. Core compact spaces and continuous observation frames 

Recall that a space X is called core compact, or quasi-locally compact, if for every 
x EX and open set o E (D(X) such that x E o there exists a compact set A ~X and 
an open set o' E (D(X) such that x E o' ~A~ o. Core compact spaces are important 
because they are exponentiable in Sp [17] (the converse also holds, as shown in [5]). 
Isbell [ 17] gives an example of a core compact space which is not sober. 

Denote by cKSp0 the full subcategory of Sp0 whose objects are core compact :!To 
spaces and let OCFrmM denote the full subcategory of OFrmM whose objects are 
observation frames Fr:r->L such that F is a continuous lattice and is order generated 
by the M-prime elements. The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader as it 
consists only of some verification steps along the lines of Lemma 6.2. 
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Lemma 6.3. The functors Q : Sp --> OFrm"P and Pt : OFrm"P --> Sp restrict to a to 

a duality between cKSp0 and OCFrmM. 

6.4. Posets and complete lattices 

Let AISp denote the full subcategory of Sp whose objects are topological spaces X 

in which open sets are closed under arbitrary intersection (i.e. they form the Alexandrov 

topology). The full and faithful functor from the category PoSet (posets and monotone 

functions) to Sp0 which maps a poset (X, ~) to the underlying set X equipped with 

the Alexandrov topology, determines an equivalence of categories between PoSet and 

AISp0. 

Lemma 6.4. The functors Q : Sp --> 0Frm0P and Pt : OFrm"P --> Sp restrict to an 

adjunction between AISp and (\-0Frm0P, the full subcategory of 0Frm0P whose ob

jects are observation frames F'l>-+l for which ((\A)v = nAv for all Ai;;, F. Moreover 

this adjunction restricts to a duality between AISp0 and (\-OFrmM. 

Proof. It is enough to prove for every F'l>-+L in /\-OFrm that nL1(A) = L1((\A) for 

every Ai:;;: F. 

p E n{L1(a)ia EA} {::} p E MP(F'l>-+l) and Va EA. a f;. p 

~ p E MP(F'l>-+l) and (\A f;. p 

{::} p E L1((\A), 

where the implication (4:) is trivial and for C=*) we use that p E MP(F'l>-+L) and 

the following contradiction: if /\A~p then also (/\At= nAv ~ pv and hence a~p 

for some a EA. D 

Let now CLat be the category whose objects are complete lattices and whose mor

phisms are complete lattice homomorphisms (functions preserving both arbitrary joins 

and arbitrary meets). Given a complete lattice l, an element p El is called M-prime 

if (\A~ p for A i:;;: l implies there exists a E A such that a~ p. The set of all M-prime 

elements of l is denoted MP(l). 

Lemma 6.5. The category (\-OFrmM is equivalent to CLatM, the full sub-category 

<f CLat whose objects are order generated by the M-prime elements. 

Proof. Let </>: (F'l>-+L)--> (G'i>-+H) be a morphism between observation frames. Then 

</> : F --> G preserves arbitrary joins since it is a frame morphism, but preserves 

also arbitrary meets because (/\At = nAv implies </>((\A)' = n</>(At =((\</>(AW 

and hence </>(/\A) = (\</>(A) since ( - t : G'l>-+H is order-reflecting by Remark 3.31. 

Therefore we have a forgetful functor /\-OFrmM --> CLatM which maps an observation 

frame Fr:>-->l to the underlying frame F and a morphism between observation frames 

</>: (Fr:>-->l)--> (Gr:>-->H) to the underlying frame morphism</>: F--> G. 
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Proof. Let us at first notice that the inclusion functor i 0P is naturally isomorphic to 
the functor given by the composition @sc o Id! o MP(- ). Indeed for every algebraic 
complete lattice L we have @scUdl(MP(L))) S:! @Ai(MP(L)) ~ L = i0P(L), where the 
latter isomorphism holds by Corollary 6.7. Naturality follows from the fact that the 
functor Id! : PoSet -+ AlgPos is faithful. 

Since the functor @sc o ldl o MP( - ) has a right adjoint, namely (!)Alo U o Spee(-) = 
(!)Alo Spee( - ) = j 0P( - ), we have that j°P( - ) is also right adjoint of i0P( - ). Therefore 
j : AlgCDFrm -+ AlgCDLat is left adjoint of i( - ). Commutativity of the diagram is 
immediate from the definition of j( - ). D 

Finally, we just mention without proof the following dualities which can be obtained 
by combining the results of the previous subsections with Corollary 6. 7. 

(i) Posets with bottom element vs. algebraic complete lattices with a completely 
coprime top element; 

(ii) sets vs. atomic algebraic complete lattices; 
(iii) finite sets vs. compact atomic algebraic complete lattices. 

6.5. Frames and observation frames 

Let Frm be the category of frames whose objects are frames and whose morphisms 
are functions preserving finite meets and arbitrary joins. Recall that for a meet semi
lattice F an element p E F is called prime if for all finite S ~ F such that f\S:::.;;; p 
there exists s E S with s ~ p. The set of all prime elements of a meet semilattice F is 
denoted by Spec(F). 

Given a frame F, we write Ptw(F) for the set Spec(F) together with the collection of 
open sets Llw(a) = Spec(F)\ Ta for every a E F. Adapting the proof of Corollary 3.19 
we see that this collection forms a topology. Let now Frm be the category of frames 
whose objects are frames and whose morphisms are functions that preserve finite meets 
and arbitrary joins. The full subcategory of Frm whose objects are frames F order 
generated by Spec(F) is denoted by SFrm (spatial frames). The following lemma can 
be found in [19, Ch. II, Corollary 1.7]. 

Lemma 6.10. The assignment F f-+ Ptw(F) defines a functor Frm0P -+ Sp which is 
right adjoint of(!)(-) : Sp-+ Frm0P (the functor which maps every topological space 
to its lattice of open set and every continuous function to its inverse restricted to the 
open sets). Furthermore we have 

(i) the ad.junction restricts to a duality between the categories SFrm and Sob; 
(ii) the inclusion Sob <--+ Sp0 has a left adjoint, namely the composite Ptw o 

@(- ); 

(iii) the inclusion SFrm <--+ Frm has a left adjoint, namely the composite @(- )0P o 
Pt'/!. 

We have as an immediate consequence the following relation between the category 
of observation frames and that of frames. 
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Corollary 6.11. The functor Q0P o Pt;'!: : Frm --+ OFrmM has right ad.joint, namely 

the composite <T0P o PtZf o (!10P o Pt0P. 

Proof. By composition of the following adjoints and taking the opposite: 

OFrmZ' ::::::: Sp0 ~ Sob- :::: SFrm0P ~ Frm 0P D 

Since the forgetful functor Frm --+ Set has left adjoint (see [19]), we have, by 

composition, an adjunction also between Set and OFrm.~1 . 

6.6. Galois connections 

In this section we take a closer look at Galois connections between posets. Galois 

connections play an important role in spectral theory (see for example [ 10]) and in 

general in lattice theory. In particular we are interested in those posets which constitute 

the frame part of an observation frame. This will allow us to give a necessary and 

sufficient condition for a pair of maps to form a Galois connection such that the lower 

adjoint is an observation frame morphism. 

Definition 6.12. Let F, G be two po sets and f : F --+ G, g : G --+ F be two functions. 

We say the pair (f,g) is a Galois connection between F and G if 

( i) both f and g are monotone, and 
(ii) f(x)~y if and only if x~g(y) for all x E F and y E G. 

For a Galois connection (.f, g) the function g is called upper (or left) ad joint and the 

function f is called lower (or right) ad joint. A Galois connection is a very special case 

of adjoint functors, where the posets F and G are seen as categories (see for example 

[23, Ch. IV]). Any upper adjoint g preserves all meets in G, while any lower adjoint 

f preserves all joins in F. More generally we have the following characterization of 

Galois connections (cf. e.g. [10, Corollary 0-3.5, Theorem 0-3.6]). 

Lemma 6.13. Let F, G be two complete lattices. 

(i) A function g: G --+ F preserves all meets in G if and only if g is monotone 

and has lower adjoin! f: F--+ G given by f(x) = /\{yEG I x~g(y)}. 
(ii) A function f:F--+ G preserves all joins in F if and only if f is monotone 

and has upper adjoint g: G--+ F given by g(y) = V{xEF I f(x)~y}. 

(iii) A pair of monotone functions (f, g) with f: F --+ G and g: G --+ F is a 

Galois connection if and only if f (g(y)) ~ y and x ~ g(f (x)) for all x E F 

and y E G. 

If F and G are frames and </> : F --+ G is a frame morphism then, since </> preserves 

arbitrary joins, it has an upper adjoint, say g: G --+ F, which preserves arbitrary meets 

by Lemma 6.13 (ii). Also, the upper adjoint g preserves prime elements because </> 
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preserves finite meets [10, Lemma IV-4.5]. If</>: F-+ G is also an observation frame 
morphism from Fr,;;.---.L to Gr,;;.---.H then we have the following. 

Lemma 6.14. Let </>: (F'>-+L)-+ (Gr,;;.---.H) be an observation frame morphism. Then 
<f>: F -+ G has upper adjoint g: G -+ F which preserves arbitrary meets of G, prime 
elements and also the M-prime elements of G'>-+H. 

Proof. Since an observation frame morphism <f>: (Ft>--+L) -+ (Gr>--+H) is a frame 
morphism from F to G it has upper adjoint g: G -+ F which preserves arbitrary 
meets of G and prime elements in Spec(G). Let now p E MP(Gr>--+H) and S <;.F, 
then 

nsv ~ g(pt => n</>(Sr ~ </>(g(p)t M-multiplicativity 

=> n<1>csr ~ pv Lemma 6.13(iii) and (-)vis monotone 

=> :ls ES. <f>(s) ~pp p is M-prime 

{::> :ls E S. s ~ g(p) ( <f>, g) is a Galois connection 

that is, g(p) E MP(Fr>--+L). D 

For a Galois connection (/,g) there does not seem to be any condition on g alone 
which implies f preserving finite meets (see [19]). Hence in general the converse of 
the above Lemma does not hold. But if we restrict our attention to observation frames 
Gr>--+H order generated by M-primes, then we have the following. 

Theorem 6.15. Let Fr>--+L and Gr>--+H be two observation frames with Gr,;;.---.H order 
generated by its M-prime elements. Let also <f>: F -+ G and g: G-+ F be two functions 
forming a Galois connection. Then </> is an observation frame morphism if and only 
if g preserves the (arbitrary) meets of G, the prime elements in Spee( G) and also 
the M-prime elements in MP(Gr>--+H). 

Proof. By Lemma 6.14 we only need to prove that if g: G-+F is a function preserving 
the (arbitrary) meets of G, the prime elements and the M-prime elements then g 
has lower adjoint </> which is also an observation frame morphism. Since g preserves 
arbitrary meets of G it has lower adjoint <f>: F-+ G which preserves arbitrary joins of 
F by Lemma 6.13(i). We will prove </> preserves also finite meets of F and that is 
M-multiplicative. 

By abuse of notation, let g: MP(Gr,;;.---.H)-+ MP(Ft>--+L) be the restriction of g to 
the M-prime elements (since they are preserved this is well defined). Consider now the 
§"0 topological spaces Pt(Gr,;;.---.H) and Pt(F'>-+L). We show that g: MP(Gr,;;.---.H)-+ 
MP(Fr>--+L) is a continuous function. Indeed for every L1(x) E (!)LJ(MP(Fr>--+L))) with 
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x E F we have 

g- 1(L1(x)) = {pEMP(Gt>--+H) I g(p) E Ll(x)} 

= {pEMP(Gt>--+H) [x I. y(p)} 

= {pEMP(Gt>--+H) I </;(x) i. p} Galois connection 

= {pEMP(Gt>--+H) Ip E Ll(</;(x))} 

= Ll( </;(x)) 

which is open in f!'!J(MP(Gt>--+H))). Consider now the following diagram: 

( F 1>--> L) Q ( Pt ( F 1>--> L)) Pt(F 1>-->L) 
A' l "''' I· 

I I 

I I 

y: : <P 
I I 

I I 

.v 
1:-1 

(G1>-->H) Q(Pt(G1>-->H)) Pt(Gr>--->H) 

where c and Q(g) are observation frame morphisms as defined in the previous section 

and c- 1 is an observation frame morphism because Gt>--+H is order generated by its 

M-primes (Lemma 3.29). Next we prove</;= c- 1 o Q(g) o c. For all x E F we have 

c- 1(Q(g)(c(x))) = c- 1(Q(g)(Ll(x))) 

= c-1(g-1(Ll(x))) 

= c- 1(L1(</;(x))) 

= <fi(x) Lemma 3.29. 

Therefore </; is an observation frame morphism from F'<>--+L to Gr:>--+H. D 

Let us denote by SOLoc the category of "spatial observation locales" objects of 

which are observation frames order generated by M-primes and morphisms of which 

from Ft>--+L to Gr:>--+H are functions f : F -+ G such that 

(i) f(/\S) = /\f(S) for all Sc;;; F; 

(ii) f(p) E Spee( G) for all p E Spec(F); 
(iii) /(p) E MP(Gr:>--+H) for all p E MP(F'<>--+L). 

As a direct consequence of Corollary 3.30 and Theorem 6.15 we have the following. 

Corollary 6.16. The categories OFrmZ', Sp0 and SO Loe are equivalent. 

7. Discussion 

We introduced the category of observation frames as a pointless counterpart of topo

logical spaces. Since our main interest is the duality between topological spaces and 
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observation frames and an infinitary logic for the latter, we did not look at various 
constructions in the category of observation frames. Further investigations are neces
sary to describe limits, colimits, monos and epis in this category. A related question is 
whether the category observation frames is any good for doing some form of pointless 
topology, as in [20]. 

Finally, we mention two more points which need to be explored: a representation of 
general (nonsober) directed complete partial orders with Scott topology and the question 
whether the category of observation frames is monadic over some base category or not. 
Regarding the first point, the category of dcpo's is fully and faithfully embedded into 
Sp0, and hence into some full subcategory of OFrm. Another interesting point of 
further study could be a generalization of "sheaves" over locales to suitable sheaves 
over observation frames. 
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Appendix A: Complete observation lattices 

In this appendix we show that for an observation frame F'l>-+L, the condition of F 
being a frame is natural in the following sense. If we require that a function between 
two complete lattices G and K preserves arbitrary joins and finite meets and that G 
is order generated by the M-prime elements, then G is a frame. This motivates our 
requirement that the lattice of observable predicates is a frame, in particular it motivates 
the infinite distributivity law. 

Definition A.1. A complete observation lattice is a function ( - )v : L ---> R between 
two complete lattices (l, ~)and (R, ~)which preserves arbitrary joins and finite meets. 

Define a morphism between the complete observation lattices l'l>-+R and Grv--->K 
similarly to Definition 3.4, i.e. a morphism </J between (lrr->R) and ( Gr>--+K) is a 
function </J : l ---> G that preserves finite meets and arbitrary joins and, for all S, T ~ l, 
if nsv ~ nrv then n</J(St ~ n</>(T)v. 

Define the M-prime elements of an observation lattice l'l>-+ R as in Definition 3 .14: 
an element p E l is called M-prime if for all S ~ L such that nsv ~ pv there 
exists s E S such that s ~ p. The set of all M-prime elements of Lr>--+R is denoted by 
MP(Lrr->R). 
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Remark A.2. Adapting the proof of Lemma 3.16 we have that, for a complete obser

vation lattice Lr:>--->R, p E L is M-prime if and only if the function 4> P : L -+ 2 is a 

morphism between the observation lattice Lr:>---> R and 2, where </> P maps x E L to .1 if 

and only if x ~ p. 

Lemma A.3. Take a complete observation lattice Lr:>--->R. If MP(Lt;>--->R) is order gen

erating the lattice L. then L is a frame. 

Proof. By Lemma 3.26 and Remark A.2 the morphisms </> P : (Lr:>--->R)-+ 2 determined 

by the M-prime elements p E L separate the points of L. If H is the set of all these 

morphisms, then )! : L -+ Y(H) defined by y(x) = {</>PE HI</> p(x) = T} is a function 

preserving arbitrary joins and finite meets. Indeed for S <;;;; L we have 

-;CVS)= {</>pEH I </>p(VS) = T} 

= {</>pEH I V</>p(S) = T} 

= UsEs{</>pEH I </>p(s) = T} 

= LJy(S). 

Similarly for every finite S <;;;; L we have 

y(/\S) = {</>pEH I </>p(/\S) = T} 

= {</>pEH I /\</>p(S) = T} 

= nsEs{</>pEH I </>p(s) = T} 

= ny(S). 

4> P preserves arbitrary joins 

<PP preserves finite meets 

Furthermore /' is injective because if x =I y then x f;. y or y f;. x. Hence by the special 

choice of H and applying Lemma 3.26 we obtain y(x) =j; y(y ). Since :!J(H) is a frame, 

so is also L. D 
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